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II 

(Non-legislative acts) 

REGULATIONS 

   

COMMISSION REGULATION (EU) No 1031/2010

of 12 November 2010

on the timing, administration and other aspects of auctioning of greenhouse gas emission allowances 
pursuant to Directive 2003/87/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council establishing a scheme 

for greenhouse gas emission allowances trading within the Community

(Text with EEA relevance)

THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION,

Having regard to the Treaty on the Functioning of the European 
Union,

Having regard to Directive 2003/87/EC of the European Parlia
ment and of the Council of 13  October 2003 establishing a 
scheme for greenhouse gas emission allowance trading within the 
Community and amending Council Directive 96/61/EC

(1)  OJ L 275, 25.10.2003, p. 32.

, and in 
particular Articles 3d(3) and 10(4) thereof,

Whereas:

(1) Directive 2003/87/EC was revised and amended by Direc
tive 2008/101/EC of the European Parliament and of the 
Council of 19  November 2008 amending Directive 
2003/87/EC so as to include aviation activities in the 
scheme for greenhouse gas emission allowance trading 
within the Community

(2)  OJ L 8, 13.1.2009, p. 3.

 and Directive 2009/29/EC of 
the European Parliament and of the Council of 23  April 
2009 amending Directive 2003/87/EC so as to improve 
and extend the greenhouse gas emission allowance trading 
scheme of the Community

(3)  OJ L 140, 5.6.2009, p. 63.

. One of the improvements 
determined in the revision of Directive 2003/87/EC was 
that auctioning should be the basic principle for allocation, 
as it is the simplest and generally considered to be the most 
economically efficient means of doing so. The efficiency of 

the emissions trading scheme relies on a clear carbon price 
signal to achieve abatement of greenhouse gas emissions at 
least cost. Auctioning should support and strengthen such 
a carbon price signal.

(2) Article  10(1) of Directive 2003/87/EC requires Member 
States to auction allowances covered by Chapter III of that 
Directive not allocated free of charge. Thus, Member States 
must auction allowances not allocated free of charge. They 
may not use any other means of allocation, nor could they 
withhold or cancel allowances not allocated for free instead 
of auctioning them.

(3) Article  10(4) of Directive 2003/87/EC lays down various 
objectives for the auctioning process. It should be predict
able, in particular as regards the timing and sequencing of 
auctions and the estimated volumes of allowances to be 
made available. Auctions should be designed to ensure that 
small and medium-sized enterprises covered by the emis
sions trading scheme have full, fair and equitable access, 
that small emitters are granted access, that participants 
have access to information at the same time, that partici
pants do not undermine the operation of the auctions, and 
that the organisation of and participation in the auctions 
is cost-efficient avoiding undue administrative costs.

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2003:275:0032:0032:EN:PDF
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2009:008:0003:0003:EN:PDF
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2009:140:0063:0063:EN:PDF
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(4) These objectives should be read in the context of the over
arching aims of the revision of Directive 2003/87/EC, 
which include, inter alia, more harmonisation, avoidance 
of distortions of competition and greater predictability, all 
of which should reinforce the carbon price signal to achieve 
abatement of emissions at least cost. Indeed, the increased 
emissions reduction effort requires the highest possible 
degree of economic efficiency on the basis of fully harmo
nised conditions of allocation within the Union.

(5) Article 3d(1) of Directive 2003/87/EC provides for the auc
tioning of 15 % of allowances covered by Chapter II of that 
Directive in the period from 1 January 2012 to 31 Decem
ber 2012 whilst Article 3d(2) provides for the auctioning 
of the same percentage of allowances covered by Chapter 
II of Directive 2003/87/EC in the period from 1  January 
2013 onwards. Article  3d(3) requires the adoption of a 
regulation containing detailed provisions for the auction
ing by Member States of allowances covered by Chapter II 
not required to be issued free of charge in accordance with 
Article  3d(1) and  (2) or Article  3f(8) of Directive 
2003/87/EC.

(6) According to the majority of stakeholders involved in the 
consultation prior to the adoption of this Regulation, the 
overwhelming majority of Member States and the impact 
assessment carried out by the Commission, a common 
auctioning infrastructure where a common auction plat
form conducts the auctions best achieves the overarching 
objectives of the review of Directive 2003/87/EC. Such an 
approach avoids any distortions of the internal market. It 
allows for the highest degree of economic efficiency and 
permits allowances to be allocated through auctioning on 
the basis of fully harmonised conditions within the Union. 
Moreover, conducting the auctions by means of a common 
auction platform best strengthens the carbon price signal 
required for economic operators to make the investment 
decisions necessary to achieve abatement of greenhouse 
gas emissions at least cost.

(7) According to the majority of stakeholders involved in the 
consultation prior to the adoption of this Regulation, the 
overwhelming majority of Member States and the impact 
assessment carried out by the Commission, a common 
auctioning infrastructure where a common auction plat
form conducts the auctions also best achieves the objec
tives in Article  10(4) of Directive 2003/87/EC. Such an 
approach is the most cost-effective means of auctioning 
allowances without an undue administrative burden that 
would necessarily ensue from using multiple auctioning 
infrastructures. It best provides for open, transparent and 

non-discriminatory access to the auctions, both de jure and 
de facto. Such a common approach would ensure the pre
dictability of the auction calendar and best strengthens the 
clarity of the carbon price signal. A common auctioning 
infrastructure is particularly important for providing equi
table access to small and medium-sized enterprises covered 
by the emissions trading scheme and access to small emit
ters. Indeed, the cost of becoming familiar and registering 
with, as well as participating in, more than one auction 
platform would be particularly burdensome for such com
panies. A common auction platform facilitates the widest 
participation from across the Union and, thereby, best 
mitigates the risk of participants undermining the auctions 
by using them as a vehicle for money laundering, terrorist 
financing, criminal activity or market abuse.

(8) Nevertheless, to mitigate any risk of reduced competition 
in the carbon market, this Regulation provides for the pos
sibility for Member States to opt-out of the common auc
tion platform by appointing their own auction platforms 
subject to the listing of these opt-out platforms in an 
Annex to this Regulation. Such listing should be based on 
a notification of the opt-out platform by the appointing 
Member State to the Commission. However, this possibil
ity inevitably implies less than full harmonisation of the 
auction process and, therefore, the arrangements put in 
place in this Regulation should be reviewed within an ini
tial five-year period and in consultation with stakeholders 
with a view to making any changes deemed necessary in 
the light of the experience acquired. Following receipt of a 
notification in relation to an opt-out platform from a 
Member State, the Commission should act without undue 
delay in relation to the listing of that opt-out platform.

(9) In addition, it should be possible for a Member State to 
request the auction monitor to draw up a report about the 
functioning of the auction platform it intends to appoint, 
for instance when preparing any amendment of this Regu
lation to list opt-out auction platforms. Moreover, the auc
tion monitor should keep under review the compatibility 
of all auction platforms with this Regulation and the objec
tives of Article 10(4) of Directive 2003/87/EC and report 
thereon to the Member States, the Commission and the 
auction platform concerned. Such review should include 
the impact of the auctions on the market position of the 
auction platforms on the secondary market. To avoid auc
tioning Member States unwittingly becoming locked-into 
any auction platform beyond its term of appointment, any 
contracts appointing an auction platform should contain 
appropriate provisions requiring an auction platform to 
hand over of all tangible and intangible assets necessary for 
the conduct of the auctions by an auction platform’s 
successor.
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(10) The choices as regards the number of auction platforms 
and the type of entity that may become an auction plat
form underpin the provisions adopted in this Regulation 
for a predictable auction calendar as well as the measures 
on accessing the auctions, the design of the auctions, and 
the provisions on the management of collateral, payment 
and delivery and on auction supervision. Such provisions 
could not be adopted by the Commission in a fully harmo
nised regulation without knowing the number of auction 
platforms and the specific capabilities of the entity chosen 
to conduct the auctions. Therefore, the measures adopted 
in this Regulation are based on auctions being conducted 
through a common auction platform whilst providing for 
a procedure to ascertain the number and quality of any 
other auction platform a Member State may decide to use.

(11) In view of the constraints outlined in recital (10), it is 
appropriate for the listing of an opt-out auction platform 
in an Annex to this Regulation to be made subject to con
ditions or obligations. The listing of an opt-out platform in 
an Annex to this Regulation is without prejudice to the 
powers of the Commission to propose the delisting of an 
auction platform in particular in the event of any breach of 
this Regulation or the objectives of Article 10(4) of Direc
tive 2003/87/EC. In the absence of listing, the auctioning 
Member State should auction its allowances through the 
common auction platform. The Commission should pro
vide in the Commission regulation adopted pursuant to 
Article  19(3) of Directive 2003/87/EC for measures sus
pending the execution of processes pertaining to the auc
tioning of allowances in circumstances where the opt-out 
platform is in breach of this Regulation or the objectives of 
Article 10(4) of Directive 2003/87/EC.

(12) The detailed provisions pertaining to the auction process 
to be conducted by the opt-out auction platform should be 
assessed by the Commission and should be subject to con
sultation of the Committee referred to in Article  23(3) of 
Directive 2003/87/EC in accordance with the regulatory 
procedure with scrutiny provided for in Article  10(4) of 
Directive 2003/87/EC. Such an assessment is necessary to 
ensure that the appointment of the opt-out auction plat
form, conducted at national level by each opting-out Mem
ber State, is subject to a similar level of scrutiny as that to 
which the appointment of the common auction platform 
is subject under the joint action provided for in this Regu
lation. Member States participating in the joint procure
ment of the common auction platform will be doing so 
together with the Commission which will be involved in 
the entire process. Moreover, opt-out Member States will 
be given observer status in the joint procurement process, 
subject to appropriate terms and conditions agreed by the 
Commission and participating Member States, in the joint 
procurement agreement.

(13) This Regulation should apply to the auctioning of allow
ances covered by Chapter II and Chapter III of Directive 
2003/87/EC from, respectively, 1  January 2012 onwards 
and  1  January 2013 onwards. It should also apply to the 
auctioning of any allowances covered by Chapter III of 
Directive 2003/87/EC prior to the start of the period from 
2013, if necessary to ensure an orderly functioning of the 
carbon and electricity markets.

(14) For reasons of simplicity and accessibility, the allowances 
auctioned should be available for delivery within five trad
ing days at the latest. Such short-term delivery deadlines 
would limit any potential negative impact on competition 
between the auction platforms and trading places in the 
secondary market for allowances. Moreover, short-term 
delivery deadlines are simpler, encourage wide participa
tion thereby mitigating the risk of market abuse and better 
ensure accessibility for small and medium-sized enterprises 
covered by the scheme and small emitters. Rather than 
providing forwards and futures in the auctions, it is for the 
market to offer optimal solutions to respond to the demand 
for allowance derivatives. It is appropriate to provide for a 
choice between two-day spot and five-day futures to be 
made during the process for the appointment of the auc
tion platform to assess the best solution for the optimal 
auctioned product to be selected. Whilst two-day spot is 
not a financial instrument under Union financial market 
legislation, five-day futures are financial instruments within 
the meaning of Union financial market regulation.

(15) The choice of whether or not the auctioned product should 
be a financial instrument should be part of the procedures 
for selecting the auction platform and should be made on 
the basis of an overall assessment of the costs and benefits 
of the solutions offered by candidates taking part in the 
competitive procurement process. This assessment should 
concern, notably, cost efficiency, equitable access for small 
and medium-sized enterprises covered by the scheme and 
small emitters, adequate protections and market 
supervision.

(16) For as long as the legal measures and technical means nec
essary to deliver allowances are not in place, it is appropri
ate to provide for an alternative means of auctioning 
allowances. To this end, this Regulation provides for the 
possibility of auctioning futures and forwards with deliv
ery no later than 31 December 2013. Such futures and for
wards are financial instruments which allow the auctioneer 
and bidders alike to benefit from protections analogous to 
those available to them within the context of the regula
tory framework applicable to financial markets. For the 
purposes of this Regulation, futures differ from forwards in 
that whilst the former are subject to cash variation mar
gining, the latter are variation margined through non-cash 
collateral. It is appropriate to provide the Member States 
with the option of choosing which type of product to use
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for the auctioning of allowances in line with which mar
gining provisions would best meet their budgetary situa
tion. If it were necessary to resort to such alternative means 
of auctioning allowances, futures and forwards would be 
auctioned on a provisional basis through one or two auc
tion platforms.

(17) In view of the desire for simplicity, fairness and cost-
efficiency and the need to mitigate the risk of market abuse, 
auctions should be carried out by means of a single-round, 
sealed-bid and uniform-price format. Moreover, tied bids 
should be resolved by means of a random process, as this 
generates uncertainty for bidders making collusion on the 
price they are bidding unsustainable. The auction clearing 
price can be expected to be closely aligned to the prevail
ing secondary market price, whereas an auction clearing 
price significantly under the prevailing secondary market 
price is likely to indicate a deficiency of the auction. Allow
ing such an auction clearing price to prevail could distort 
the carbon price signal, disturb the carbon market and 
would not ensure that bidders pay fair value for the allow
ances. Therefore, in such a situation, the auction should be 
cancelled.

(18) A relatively high frequency of the auctions is desirable to 
limit the impact of the auctions on the functioning of the 
secondary market, whilst ensuring that auctions are large 
enough to attract sufficient participation. A relatively high 
frequency reduces the risk of market abuse because it 
decreases the value at stake for bidders in individual auc
tions and increases their flexibility to make use of later auc
tions to adjust their trading positions. For these reasons, 
this Regulation should provide for a frequency of at least 
weekly auctions for allowances covered by Chapter III of 
Directive 2003/87/EC. Given the much smaller volume of 
allowances covered by Chapter II of the same Directive, the 
appropriate frequency for auctions for these allowances is 
at least once every two months.

(19) To provide predictability to the secondary market, this 
Regulation should provide the following rules and proce
dures. Firstly, it should provide for determining the vol
umes of any allowances to be auctioned in 2011 and 2012 
as soon as practicable following the adoption of this Regu
lation. The volumes so determined, as well as the auctioned 
products through which they are to be auctioned, will be 
listed in an Annex to this Regulation. Secondly, it should 
provide clear and transparent rules that determine the vol
ume of allowances to be auctioned in each year thereafter. 
Thirdly, it should contain rules and procedures to estab
lish for each calendar year a detailed auction calendar, with 
all relevant information for each individual auction well 

before the beginning of that calendar year. Any subsequent 
changes to the auction calendar should only be possible in 
a limited number of prescribed situations. Any adjustments 
should be made in a manner least affecting the predictabil
ity of the auction calendar.

(20) As a rule, the volume to be auctioned in each year should 
be equal to the volume of allowances attributed to that 
year. Any allowances covered by Chapter III of Directive 
2003/87/EC to be auctioned in 2011 and 2012 would be 
an exception. Given the expected availability of allowances 
banked from the second into the third trading period, the 
expected availability of Certified Emission Reductions 
(CERs) and the expected volume of allowances to be sold 
pursuant to Article  10a(8) of Directive 2003/87/EC, it is 
appropriate to address the impact from any ‘early auctions’ 
in 2011 and  2012 by rebalancing the volume of allow
ances to be auctioned in 2013 and 2014.

(21) In line with demand on the secondary market, the volume 
of allowances to be auctioned in each year should be 
spread evenly throughout the year.

(22) Open access is required to encourage participation and, 
thereby, ensure a competitive auction outcome. Equally, 
confidence in the integrity of the auction process, in par
ticular vis-à-vis participants seeking to distort the auctions 
by using them as a vehicle for money laundering, terrorist 
financing, criminal activity or market abuse is a pre-
requisite for ensuring auction participation and a competi
tive auction outcome. To ensure the integrity of the 
auctions, access to the auctions should be subject to mini
mum requirements for adequate customer due diligence 
checks. To ensure the cost-effectiveness of such checks, eli
gibility to apply for admission to the auctions should be 
given to easily identifiable, well-defined categories of par
ticipants, notably operators of stationary installations and 
aircraft operators covered by the emissions trading scheme, 
as well as regulated financial entities such as investment 
firms and credit institutions. Also business groupings of 
operators or aircraft operators, such as partnerships, joint 
ventures and consortia acting as an agent on behalf of their 
members, should be eligible to apply for admission to bid 
in the auctions. Thus, it would be prudent to circumscribe 
eligibility to apply for admission to the auctions at the 
beginning without precluding the possibility of enlarging 
access to the auctions to further categories of participants 
in the light of the experience acquired through the auctions 
or following the Commission’s examination pursuant to 
Article  12(1a) of Directive 2003/87/EC of whether the 
market for emission allowances is sufficiently protected 
from market abuse.
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(23) In addition, for reasons of legal certainty, this Regulation 
should provide for relevant provisions of Directive 
2005/60/EC of the European Parliament and of the Coun
cil of 26 October 2005 on the prevention of the use of the 
financial system for the purposes of money laundering and 
terrorist financing

(1)  OJ L 309, 25.11.2005, p. 15.

 to apply to the auction platform. This 
is particularly important in view of the fact that the auc
tion platform is required to provide access not only to 
investment firms and credit institutions but also to opera
tors and aviation operators as well as other persons autho
rised to bid on their own account and on behalf of others, 
which are not themselves subject to Directive 2005/60/EC.

(24) This Regulation should provide participants with the 
choice of accessing the auctions directly via either the inter
net or dedicated connections, through authorised and 
supervised financial intermediaries or other persons autho
rised by the Member States to bid on their own account or 
on behalf of clients of their main business, where their 
main business is not the provision of investment or bank
ing services, subject to such other persons complying with 
investor protection measures and customer due diligence 
measures equivalent to those applicable to investment 
firms.

(25) The addition of other persons authorised by the Member 
States to the list of persons eligible to apply for admission 
to bid is intended to give indirect access to operators and 
aviation operators not only through financial intermediar
ies but also through other intermediaries with whom they 
have an existing client relationship such as their power or 
fuel supplier who are exempt from Directive 2004/39/EC 
of the European Parliament and of the Council of 21 April 
2004 on markets in financial instruments amending Coun
cil Directives 85/611/EEC and  93/6/EEC and Directive 
2000/12/EC of the European Parliament and of the Coun
cil and repealing Council Directive 93/22/EEC

(2)  OJ L 145, 30.4.2004, p. 1.

 pursuant 
to Article 2(1)(i) of that Directive.

(26) In view of legal certainty and transparency, this Regulation 
should contain detailed provisions on other aspects of auc
tioning such as lot size, the possibility to withdraw or 
modify submitted bids, the currency used for bidding and 
for payment, the submission and processing of applica
tions for admission to bid, as well as any refusal, revoca
tion or suspension of admission.

(27) Each Member State should appoint an auctioneer, who 
would be responsible for the auctioning of allowances on 

behalf of its appointing Member State. The auction plat
form should be responsible solely for conducting the auc
tions. It should be possible for the same auctioneer to be 
appointed by more than one Member State. The auction
eer should act separately on behalf of each appointing 
Member State. It should be responsible for auctioning the 
allowances on the auction platform and for receiving and 
disbursing the auction proceeds pertaining to each 
appointing Member State to that Member State. It is impor
tant for the agreement(s) between the Member States and 
their auctioneer to be compatible with the agreement(s) 
between the auctioneer and the auction platform, and in 
case of any conflict for the latter to prevail.

(28) Furthermore, it is necessary for the auctioneer appointed 
by a Member State not participating in the common auc
tion platform but appointing its own auction platform to 
be admitted not only by the auction platform appointed by 
the Member State concerned but also by the common auc
tion platform. This is desirable to ensure the means for a 
smooth transition from the opt-out auction platform to 
the common auction platform should this be required 
notably in the absence of a listing of the auction platform 
in an Annex to this Regulation.

(29) The requirement that the auction platform is a regulated 
market is founded on the desire to use the organisational 
infrastructure available on the secondary market for the 
administration of the auctions. In particular, regulated 
markets are bound under Directive 2004/39/EC and under 
Directive 2003/6/EC of the European Parliament and of 
the Council of 28  January 2003 on insider dealing and 
market manipulation (market abuse)

(3)  OJ L 96, 12.4.2003, p. 16.

, to provide a num
ber of safeguards in the conduct of their operations. Those 
safeguards include arrangements to identify and manage 
the potential adverse consequences of any conflicts of 
interest for the operation of the regulated market or its par
ticipants; to identify and manage the risks to which they 
are exposed and to put in place effective measures to miti
gate them; to provide for the sound management of the 
technical operations of their systems establishing effective 
contingency arrangements to cope with risks of systems 
disruptions; to have transparent and non-discretionary 
rules and procedures for fair and orderly trading and estab
lish objective criteria for the efficient execution of orders; 
to facilitate the efficient and timely finalisation of the trans
actions executed under their systems; to have available suf
ficient financial resources to facilitate their orderly 
functioning, having regard to the nature and extent of the 
transactions concluded on the market and the range and 
degree of risks to which they are exposed.

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2005:309:0015:0015:EN:PDF
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2004:145:0001:0001:EN:PDF
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2003:096:0016:0016:EN:PDF
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(30) The requirement that the auction platform is a regulated 
market has various further advantages. It allows relying on 
the organisational infrastructure, experience, capabilities 
and transparent mandatory operational rules of the mar
ket. This is relevant, inter alia, with regard to the clearing 
or settlement of transactions, as well as monitoring com
pliance with the market’s own rules and with other legal 
obligations such as the prohibition of market abuse and 
the provision of extra-judicial dispute settlement mecha
nisms. This is cost-effective and helps safeguard the opera
tional integrity of the auctions. The conflict of interest rules 
of regulated markets would require the auctioneer to be 
independent of the auction platform, its owners or its mar
ket operator so as not to undermine the sound function
ing of the regulated market. Moreover, many potential 
participants in the auctions will already be either members 
of, or participants, in the various regulated markets active 
on the secondary market.

(31) Under Directive 2004/39/EC, regulated markets and their 
market operators are authorised and supervised by the 
competent national authorities in the Member State where 
the regulated market or its market operator are either reg
istered or situated (i.e. the home Member State). Without 
prejudice to any relevant provisions of Directive 
2003/6/EC, notably any criminal sanctions provided for in 
national legislation on market abuse, the law applicable to 
regulated markets is the public law of the home Member 
State. Thus, they are subject to the jurisdiction of the 
administrative courts in the home Member State, as deter
mined under national law. This regulatory framework 
applies to trading, as opposed to auctioning, and only to 
financial instruments, not to spot products. Therefore, it is 
appropriate for reasons of legal certainty for this Regula
tion to provide for the home Member State of the regulated 
market being appointed as the auction platform to ensure 
that its national law extends the relevant parts of the afore
mentioned regulatory framework to the auctions, being 
conducted by the auction platform coming under its juris
diction. In addition, this Regulation should require the auc
tion platform to provide for extra-judicial dispute 
resolution. Furthermore, the relevant Member State should 
also provide for the right to appeal decisions of the extra-
judicial dispute resolution mechanism, regardless of 
whether the auctioned product is a financial instrument or 
a spot contract.

(32) Competition between different potential auction platforms 
must be ensured by the competitive procurement process 
for the appointment of the auction platform where 
required by either Union or national procurement law. The 
auction platform should be connected to at least one clear
ing system or settlement system. More than one clearing 
system or settlement system may connect to the auction 
platform. The appointment of the common auction plat
form should be for a limited period of maximum five years. 
The appointment of opt-out auction platforms should be 

for a limited period of maximum three years renewable for 
another two years during which the arrangements govern
ing all auction platforms should be reviewed. Providing for 
a period of three years for the opt-out auction platform is 
designed to ensure a minimum term of appointment for 
the opt-out platform whilst allowing the appointing Mem
ber State to join the common platform if it chooses to do 
so after the three year period has elapsed, without preju
dice to the ability of the appointing Member State to renew 
the appointment of the opt-out platform for a further two 
years pending the outcome of the review by the Commis
sion. Upon expiry of each appointment period there should 
be a new competitive procurement process where a pro
curement process is required by either Union or national 
procurement law. Any impact on the secondary market 
resulting from the selection of a common auction platform 
to carry out the auctions is expected to be limited, as only 
allowances with delivery within five days at the latest 
should be auctioned.

(33) The conduct of the auctions, the establishment and man
agement of the auction calendar and various other tasks 
relating to the auctions, such as maintaining an up-to-date 
website accessible throughout the Union, require joint 
action by the Member States and the Commission, within 
the meaning of the third subparagraph of Article 91(1) of 
Council Regulation (EC, Euratom) No  1605/2002 of
25 June 2002 on the Financial Regulation applicable to the 
general budget of the European Communities

(1)  OJ L 248, 16.9.2002, p. 1.

 ( the 
Financial Regulation). The need for such joint action is 
derived from the Union-wide ambit of the emissions trad
ing scheme, the overarching policy objectives of the review 
of Directive 2003/87/EC, and the fact that the Commission 
is directly responsible under Directive 2003/87/EC for the 
detailed implementation of a number of features of the 
emissions trading scheme which have a direct impact in 
particular on the auction calendar and on the monitoring 
of the auctions. Therefore, this Regulation should provide 
for the competitive procurement process for the appoint
ment of the common auction platform and the auction 
monitor to be carried out through a joint procurement by 
the Commission and the Member States within the mean
ing of Article  125c of Commission Regulation (EC, Eura
tom) No  2342/2002 of 23  December 2002 laying down 
detailed rules for the implementation of Council Regula
tion (EC, Euratom) No 1605/2002 on the Financial Regu
lation applicable to the general budget of the European 
Communities

(2)  OJ L 357, 31.12.2002, p. 1.

. Article 125c of Regulation (EC, Euratom) 
No 2342/2002 allows for the use of the procurement rules 
applicable to the Commission to a joint procurement 
between the Member States and the Commission. Given 
the Union-wide ambit of the procurement, it is appropri
ate to apply, to the relevant extent, the procurement rules 
of the Financial Regulation and Regulation (EC, Euratom) 
No  2342/2002 to the joint procurement process. This

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2002:248:0001:0001:EN:PDF
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2002:357:0001:0001:EN:PDF
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Regulation should specify the auctioning services to be 
procured by Member States and the technical support ser
vices to be procured by the Commission, in particular with 
respect to potential decisions on completion of incomplete 
Annexes to this Regulation, the appropriate frequency of 
the auctions, on the coordination of the auction calendars 
of the various auction platforms, on the imposition of a 
maximum bid-size, and any amendment to this Regula
tion, in particular as regards linkage to other schemes and 
services to foster a proper understanding of the auctioning 
rules outside the Union. It is appropriate for the Commis
sion to procure such services from the common auction 
platform with the most experience in conducting auctions 
on behalf of more than one Member State. This does not 
prejudice any consultation of other auction platforms or 
other stakeholders.

(34) The auction platforms should be procured through an 
open, transparent and competitive selection procedure 
unless the appointment of the auction platform by a Mem
ber State not participating in the joint action is not subject 
to procurement rules under both Union and national pro
curement law. In appointing the auction platforms and the 
clearing system or settlement system connected to them, 
account should be taken of the solutions offered by candi
dates to provide for cost-efficiency, full, fair and equitable 
access to bid in the auctions for small and medium-sized 
enterprises and access for small emitters, and robust auc
tion supervision including the provision of an extra-judicial 
dispute resolution mechanism. The auction platform auc
tioning forwards or futures may, by way of exception, be 
procured on the basis that it may apply the access provi
sions, payment and delivery rules and market supervision 
rules applicable on the secondary market. The specific pro
cedures to be followed for the procurement of the com
mon auction platform should be specified in an agreement 
agreed between the Commission and Member States, in 
which the practical modalities for the evaluation of the 
requests for participation or the tenders and the award of 
the contract, as well as the law applicable to the contract 
and the competent court for hearing disputes should be set 
out as required by Article  125c of Regulation (EC, Eura
tom) No 2342/2002.

(35) Subject to any applicable public procurement rules, includ
ing those concerning the avoidance of conflicts of interest 
and maintaining confidentiality, Member States not partici
pating in the joint action to procure the common auction 
platform may be given observer status in whole or in part 
to the joint procurement process upon terms and condi
tions agreed between the Member States participating in 
the joint action and the Commission, as set out in the joint 
procurement agreement. Such access could be desirable to 
facilitate convergence between the opt-out auction plat
forms and the common auction platform with respect to 
aspects of the auction process that are not fully harmon
ised in this Regulation.

(36) It is appropriate that Member States that decide not to par
ticipate in a joint action for the appointment of the com
mon auction platform but decide to appoint their own 
auction platform should inform the Commission of their 
decision within a relatively short period following the entry 
into force of this Regulation. In addition, it is necessary for 
the Commission to assess whether Member States appoint
ing their own auction platform take the necessary mea
sures to ensure that the auction process satisfies the 
provisions of this Regulation as well as the objectives of 
Article  10(4) of Directive 2003/87/EC. Furthermore, it is 
necessary for the Commission to coordinate the detailed 
auction calendars proposed by auction platforms other 
than the common auction platform with the auction cal
endars proposed by the common auction platform. Once 
the Commission has conducted its assessment for all opt-
out auction platforms, it should list such auction plat
forms, their appointing Member States and any applicable 
conditions or obligations, including any conditions or obli
gations relating to their respective auction calendars in an 
Annex to this Regulation. Such listing would not consti
tute endorsement by the Commission of the compliance of 
the appointing Member State with any procurement rules 
applicable to the appointment of their chosen auction 
platform.

(37) Article 10(3) of Directive 2003/87/EC provides that Mem
ber States determine the use of revenues generated from 
the auctioning of allowances. For the avoidance of any 
doubt, this Regulation should provide for the transfer of 
the auction proceeds directly to the auctioneer appointed 
by each Member State.

(38) Given that the auctioning of allowances consists of their 
primary issuance into the secondary market instead of allo
cating them directly to operators and aircraft operators free 
of charge, it is inappropriate for the clearing system(s) or 
settlement system(s) to be bound by any obligations of spe
cific performance of the delivery of allowances to success
ful bidders or their successors in title in the event of any 
failure in delivery, outside its control. Thus, this Regulation 
should provide that the only remedies available to success
ful bidders or their successors in title in the event of any 
failure to deliver auctioned allowances should be to accept 
deferred delivery. However, it is important to allow for 
auctioned allowances that are not delivered due to failure 
of payment in full to be auctioned in forthcoming auctions 
organised by the same auction platform.

(39) It is not appropriate for Member States to have to deposit 
collateral other than the allowances themselves when auc
tioning, since the Member States’ only commitments relate 
to the delivery of allowances. Thus, this Regulation should 
provide that the only obligations of Member States when 
auctioning two-day spot or five-day futures as defined in 
this Regulation consist of pre-depositing allowances being 
auctioned into an escrow account held in the Union regis
try by the clearing system or settlement system acting as 
custodian.
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(40) However, it is necessary for an auction platform, including 
any clearing system or settlement system connected to it to 
implement adequate collateral and any other risk manage
ment processes necessary to ensure that auctioneers receive 
full payment for the allowances auctioned at the auction 
clearing price regardless of any payment default by a suc
cessful bidder or its successor in title.

(41) For cost-efficiency reasons, successful bidders should be 
able to trade the allowances they have been allocated in the 
auction already before these allowances are delivered. An 
exception to this requirement of tradability can only be 
made when the allowances are delivered within two trad
ing days after the auction. As a corollary, this Regulation 
provides for the option of accepting payment from and 
making delivery to a successor in title of a successful bid
der, instead of the successful bidder itself. However, this 
option should not allow for circumvention of the require
ments for eligibility to apply to bid in the auctions.

(42) It is appropriate for the structure and level of fees applied 
by auction platforms and the clearing system or settlement 
system connected to them to be no less favourable than 
comparable fees and conditions applied to transactions on 
the secondary market. In the interests of transparency, all 
fees and conditions should be comprehensible, itemised 
and publicly available. As a general rule, the costs of the 
auction process should be borne by the fees paid by the 
bidders as set out in the contract appointing the auction 
platform. However, it is important for the procurement of 
a cost-effective common auction platform for Member 
States to participate in the joint action from the outset. For 
this reason, it is appropriate that Member States that par
ticipating in the joint action at a later stage may be required 
to bear their own costs and for these amounts to be 
deducted from the costs otherwise borne by bidders. Such 
provisions should, however, not disadvantage Member 
States wishing to participate in the joint action following 
the expiry of the appointment of an opt-out platform. Nei
ther should Member States be disadvantaged when they 
temporarily participate in the joint action due to the 
absence of listing of a notified opt-out platform. The auc
tioneer should pay only for access to the auction platform, 
if anything, but the costs of the clearing and settlement sys
tem, if any, should be borne by the bidders as provided for 
under the general rule.

(43) Nevertheless, it is appropriate to provide for the costs of 
the auction monitor to be borne by the Member States and 
to be deducted from the auction proceeds. Furthermore, it 
is appropriate for the contract appointing the auction 
monitor to distinguish between costs of the auction moni
tor which vary primarily according to the number of auc
tions and all other costs. The determination of the precise 
delineation between these costs should be left to the joint 
procurement process.

(44) An impartial auction monitor should be appointed to 
monitor and report on compliance of the auction process 
with the objectives of Article  10(4) of Directive 
2003/87/EC, on the compliance with the provisions of this 
Regulation, and on any evidence of anti-competitive 
behaviour, or market abuse. The monitoring of the auc
tions requires joint action by Member States and the Com
mission, as for auctions, and, therefore, a joint 
procurement is appropriate. The auction platforms, the 
auctioneers and the competent national authorities respon
sible for supervising the auction platform, investment 
firms or credit institutions or other persons authorised to 
bid on behalf of others participating in the auctions or for 
the investigation and prosecution of market abuse, should 
be required to cooperate with the auction monitor in ful
filling its functions.

(45) To ensure the auction monitor’s impartiality, the require
ments for appointing the auction monitor should take 
account of candidates with the least risk of conflict of 
interest or market abuse having regard, in particular, to 
their activities on the secondary market, if any, and their 
internal processes and procedures to mitigate the risk of 
conflict of interest or market abuse, without affecting their 
ability to fulfil their functions, in a timely manner, in 
accordance with the highest professional and quality 
standards.

(46) Anti-competitive behaviour and market abuse is incompat
ible with the principles of openness, transparency, har
monisation and non-discrimination which underpin this 
Regulation. Therefore, this Regulation should include 
appropriate provisions to mitigate the risk of such behav
iour in auctions. A common auction platform, a simple 
auction design, a relatively high frequency, random reso
lution of tied-bids, adequate access to the auctions, equal 
information disclosure and transparency of rules all help to 
mitigate the risk of market abuse. Financial instruments as 
a means for auctioning allowances enable the auctioneer 
and bidders alike to benefit from the protections available 
to them within the context of the regulatory framework 
applicable to financial markets. This Regulation should 
provide rules similar to those applicable to financial instru
ments in order to mitigate risk of market abuse in case the 
auctioned product is not a financial instrument. An impar
tial auction monitor should assess the entire auction pro
cess, including the auctions themselves and the 
implementation of the rules applicable to these.

(47) Moreover, it is essential to ensure the auctioneer’s integ
rity. Therefore, when appointing the auctioneer, Member 
States should take account of candidates with the least risk 
of conflict of interest or market abuse having regard in par
ticular to their activities on the secondary market, if any, 
and their internal processes and procedures to mitigate the 
risk of conflict of interest or market abuse, without
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affecting their ability to fulfil their functions, in a timely 
manner, in accordance with the highest professional and 
quality standards. A corollary of this requirement is for 
Member States to be expressly prohibited from sharing any 
inside information regarding the auctions with their auc
tioneer. Contravention of this prohibition should be sub
ject to effective, proportionate and dissuasive sanctions.

(48) In addition, it is desirable to provide for the auction plat
form to monitor the behaviour of bidders and to notify the 
competent national authorities in the event of market 
abuse, money laundering and terrorist financing, in line 
with the reporting obligations laid down in Directive 
2003/6/EC and by applying the reporting obligations laid 
down in Directive 2005/60/EC.

(49) When applying the national measures transposing, to the 
relevant extent, Titles  III and  IV of Directive 2004/39/EC 
and Directive 2003/6/EC competent authorities of the 
Member States concerned should give due regard to the 
corresponding provisions of Union measures implement
ing those Directives.

(50) Moreover, it is desirable for this Regulation to provide for 
the option of imposing a maximum limit on what a single 
bidder can bid for as a share of the total volume of allow
ances to be auctioned in individual auctions or over a given 
calendar year, or any other appropriate remedial measures. 
In view of the potential administrative burden that this 
option could generate, the option should only be activated 
after the competent national authorities have been notified 
of any market abuse, money laundering and terrorist 
financing, and have decided not to act, provided that the 
need for its activation and its effectiveness are demon
strated. Activation of this option should be subject to 
obtaining the Commission’s prior opinion thereon. Before 
giving its opinion, the Commission should consult the 
Member States and the auction monitor on the proposal 
made by the auction platform. The Commission’s own 
assessment of whether the market for emissions allow
ances is sufficiently protected from market abuse pursuant 
to Article 12(1a) of Directive 2003/87/EC will also be rel
evant to its opinion.

(51) It is also appropriate that other persons authorised by 
Member States to bid on behalf of clients of their main 
business abide by the conduct rules provided for in this 
Regulation to ensure that their clients are adequately 
protected.

(52) It is necessary for this Regulation to provide for the lan
guage regime applicable to any auction platform, in a way 
that ensures transparency and balances the objective of 
non-discriminatory access to the auctions whilst providing 
for the most cost-efficient language regime. Documenta
tion not published in the Official Journal of the European 
Union should be published in a language customary in the 
sphere of international finance, namely English. The use of 

a language customary in the sphere of international finance 
has already been provided for in Directive 2003/71/EC of 
the European Parliament and of the Council of 4 Novem
ber 2003 on the prospectus to be published when securi
ties are offered to the public or admitted to trading and 
amending Directive 2001/34/EC

(1)  OJ L 345, 31.12.2003, p. 64.

.

(53) Member States may provide, at their own cost, for the 
translation of all documentation into their national official 
language(s). Where a Member State chooses to do so, opt-
out platforms should also translate all documentation 
relating to their own auction platform into the language(s) 
of the Member State in question, at the cost of the Mem
ber State that has appointed the opt-out platform con
cerned. As a corollary, the auction platforms should 
consequently be able to handle all oral and written com
munications from applicants for admission to bid, persons 
admitted to bid or bidders bidding in an auction, in any 
language where a Member State has provided for a trans
lation at its own cost, if requested to do so by such per
sons. The auction platforms cannot charge such persons 
for the additional cost of doing so. Instead, these costs 
should be borne equally by all bidders on the auction plat
form concerned to ensure equal access to the auctions 
throughout the Union.

(54) In view of legal certainty and transparency, this Regulation 
should contain detailed provisions on other aspects of auc
tioning such as publication, announcement and notifica
tion of the auction results, protection of confidential 
information, correction of errors in any payment or allow
ance transfers made and collateral given or released under 
this Regulation, right to appeal the decisions of the auction 
platform, and entry into force.

(55) For the purposes of this Regulation, investment firms sub
mitting bids relating to financial instruments on their own 
account or on behalf of clients should be considered to be 
performing an investment service or activity.

(56) This Regulation does not prejudge the Commission’s 
examination pursuant to Article  12(1a) of Directive 
2003/87/EC of whether the market for emission allow
ances is sufficiently protected from market abuse, nor any 
proposals the Commission may bring forward to ensure 
such protection. This Regulation aims at ensuring that 
trading conditions are fair and orderly pending the out
come of the Commission’s examination.

(57) This Regulation is without prejudice to the application of 
Articles 107 and 108 of the Treaty, for instance in the con
text of arrangements for ensuring fair, full and equitable 
access for small and medium-sized enterprises covered by 
the Union’s emissions trading scheme and access to small 
emitters.

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2003:345:0064:0064:EN:PDF
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(58) This Regulation is without prejudice to the application of 
any applicable internal market rules.

(59) This Regulation respects the fundamental rights and 
observes the principles recognised, in particular, by the 
Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union, and 
in particular by Article  11 thereof, and Article  10 of the 
European Convention on Human Rights. In this regard, 
this Regulation does not in any way prevent Member States 
from applying their constitutional rules relating to freedom 
of the press and freedom of expression in the media.

(60) In order to ensure predictable and timely auctions, this 
Regulation should enter into force as a matter of urgency.

(61) The measures provided for in this Regulation are in accor
dance with the opinion of the Committee referred to in 
Article 23(1) of Directive 2003/87/EC,

HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION:

CHAPTER I

GENERAL PROVISIONS

Article 1

Subject matter

This Regulation provides for rules on the timing, administration 
and other aspects of the auctioning of allowances under Directive 
2003/87/EC.

Article  2

Scope

This Regulation shall apply to the allocation through auctions of 
allowances under Chapter II (aviation) of Directive 2003/87/EC 
and to the allocation through auctions of allowances under Chap
ter III (stationary installations) of that Directive valid for surren
dering in trading periods from 1 January 2013.

Article 3

Definitions

For the purposes of this Regulation, the following definitions shall 
apply:

1. ‘futures’ means allowances auctioned as financial instru
ments, pursuant to Article 38(3) of Commission Regulation
(EC) No 1287/2006

(1)  OJ L 241, 2.9.2006, p. 1.

, for delivery at an agreed future date 
at the auction clearing price determined pursuant to 
Article  7(2) of this Regulation and upon which variation 
margin calls to reflect price movements are payable in cash;

2. ‘forwards’ means allowances auctioned as financial instru
ments, pursuant to Article  38(3) of Regulation (EC)
No 1287/2006, for delivery at an agreed forward date at the
auction clearing price determined pursuant to Article 7(2) of
this Regulation and upon which variation margin calls to
reflect price movements may be secured, either through non-
cash collateral or by means of an agreed government guar
antee, at the option of the central counterparty;

3. ‘two-day spot’ means allowances auctioned for delivery at an
agreed date no later than the second trading day from the day
of the auction, pursuant to Article 38(2)(a) of Regulation (EC)
No 1287/2006;

4. ‘five-day futures’ means allowances auctioned as financial
instruments, pursuant to Article  38(3) of Regulation (EC)
No  1287/2006, for delivery at an agreed date no later than
the fifth trading day from the day of the auction;

5. ‘bid’ means an offer in an auction to acquire a given volume
of allowances at a specified price;

6. ‘bidding window’ means the time period during which bids
may be submitted;

7. ‘trading day’ means any day during which an auction plat
form and the clearing system or settlement system connected
to it are open for trading;

8. ‘investment firm’ means the same as in point  (1) of
Article 4(1) of Directive 2004/39/EC;

9. ‘credit institution’ means the same as in Article 4(1) of Direc
tive 2006/48/EC of the European Parliament and of the
Council

(2)  OJ L 177, 30.6.2006, p. 1.

;

10. ‘financial instrument’ means the same as in point  (17) of
Article 4(1) of Directive 2004/39/EC unless otherwise stated
in this Regulation;

11. ‘secondary market’ means the market in which persons buy
or sell allowances either before or after they are allocated
either free of charge or through auctioning;

12. ‘parent undertaking’ means the same as in Articles 1 and 2 of
Council Directive 83/349/EEC

(3)  OJ L 193, 18.7.1983, p. 1.

;

13. ‘subsidiary undertaking’ means the same as in Articles 1 and 2
of Directive 83/349/EEC;

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2006:241:0001:0001:EN:PDF
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2006:177:0001:0001:EN:PDF
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/Result.do?aaaa=1983&mm=07&jj=18&type=L&nnn=193&pppp=0001&RechType=RECH_reference_pub&Submit=Search
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14. ‘affiliate undertaking’ means an undertaking linked to a par
ent or subsidiary undertaking by a relationship within the
meaning of Article 12(1) of Directive 83/349/EEC;

15. ‘control’ means the same as in Article 3(2) and (3) of Council
Regulation No 139/2004

(1)  OJ L 24, 29.1.2004, p. 1.

 as applied in the Commission’s
Consolidated Jurisdictional Notice

(2)  OJ C 95, 16.4.2008, p. 1.

. Recital (22) of that 
Regulation and paragraphs  52 and  53 of that Notice shall 
apply for determining the notion of control for state-owned 
undertakings;

16. ‘auction process’ means the process encompassing the setting
of the auction calendar, the procedures for admission to bid,
the procedures for submission of bids, the conduct of the
auction, the calculation and announcement of the auction
results, the arrangements for payment of the price due, deliv
ery of the allowances and management of the collateral
needed to cover any transaction risks, as well as the surveil
lance and monitoring of the proper conduct of the auctions
by an auction platform;

17. ‘money laundering’ means the same as in Article  1(2) of
Directive 2005/60/EC having regard to Article 1(3) and (5) of
that Directive;

18. ‘terrorist financing’ means the same as in Article  1(4) of
Directive 2005/60/EC having regard to Article  1(5) of that
Directive;

19. ‘criminal activity’ means the same as in Article 3(4) of Direc
tive 2005/60/EC;

20. ‘auctioneer’ means any public or private entity appointed by
a Member State, to auction allowances on its behalf;

21. ‘nominated holding account’ means one or more type of
holding account provided for in the applicable Commission
regulation adopted pursuant to Article  19(3) of Directive
2003/87/EC for the purposes of participating in or conduct
ing the auction process including the holding of allowances
in escrow, pending their delivery under this Regulation;

22. ‘nominated bank account’ means a bank account designated
by an auctioneer, a bidder or its successor in title for the
receipt of payments due under this Regulation;

23. ‘customer due diligence measure’ means the same as in
Article  8(1) of Directive 2005/60/EC having regard to
Article 8(2) of that Directive;

24. ‘beneficial owner’ means the same as in Article 3(6) of Direc
tive 2005/60/EC;

25. ‘duly certified copy’ means an authentic copy of an original
document that is certified as being a true copy of the original
by a qualified lawyer, accountant, notary public or similar
professional who is recognised under the national law of the
Member State concerned to attest officially as to whether a
copy is in fact a true copy of its original;

26. ‘politically exposed persons’ means the same as in Article 3(8)
of Directive 2005/60/EC;

27. ‘market abuse’ means either insider dealing as defined in
point (28) of this Article or prohibited in Article 38 or mar
ket manipulation as defined in point (30) of this Article or in
Article 37(b), or both;

28. ‘insider dealing’ means the use of inside information as pro
hibited pursuant to Articles 2, 3 and 4 of Directive 2003/6/EC
in relation to a financial instrument within the meaning of
Article 1(3) of Directive 2003/6/EC referred to in Article 9 of
that Directive unless otherwise stated in this Regulation;

29. ‘inside information’ means the same as in Article  1(1) of
Directive 2003/6/EC in relation to a financial instrument
within the meaning of Article  1(3) of Directive 2003/6/EC
referred to in Article  9 of that Directive unless otherwise
stated in this Regulation;

30. ‘market manipulation’ means the same as in Article  1(2) of
Directive 2003/6/EC in relation to a financial instrument
within the meaning of Article  1(3) of Directive 2003/6/EC
referred to in Article  9 of that Directive unless otherwise
stated in this Regulation;

31. ‘clearing system’ means one or more infrastructure connected
to the auction platform that can provide clearing, margining,
netting, management of collateral, settlement and delivery,
and any other services, carried out by a central counterparty,
accessed either directly or indirectly through members of the
central counterparty who act as intermediaries between their
clients and the central counterparty;

32. ‘clearing’ means all processes preceding the opening of the
bidding window, during the bidding window and following
the closing of the bidding window until settlement, involv
ing the management of any risks arising during that interval,
including margining, netting, or novation, or any other ser
vices, carried out possibly by a clearing or settlement system;

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2004:024:0001:0001:EN:PDF
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:C:2008:095:0001:0001:EN:PDF
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33. ‘margining’ means the process by which collateral is to be
pledged by an auctioneer or a bidder, or one or more inter
mediaries acting on their behalf, to cover a given financial
position, encompassing the entire process of measuring, cal
culating and administering the collateral put up to cover such
financial positions, intended to ensure that all payment com
mitments of a bidder and all delivery commitments of an
auctioneer or one or more intermediaries acting on their
behalf can be met within a very short period of time;

34. ‘settlement’ means payment by a successful bidder, or its suc
cessor in title, or a central counterparty, or a settlement agent
of the sum due for allowances to be delivered to that bidder
or its successor in title, or a central counterparty, or a settle
ment agent, and delivery of the allowances to the successful
bidder or its successor in title, or a central counterparty or a
settlement agent;

35. ‘central counterparty’ means an entity which interposes either
directly between an auctioneer and a bidder or its successor
in title, or between intermediaries representing them, that
acts as the exclusive counterparty to each of them guarantee
ing the payment of the auction proceeds to the auctioneer or
an intermediary representing it or the delivery of the auc
tioned allowances to the bidder or an intermediary represent
ing it, subject to Article 48;

36. ‘settlement system’ means any infrastructure whether or not
connected to the auction platform that can provide settle
ment services, which may include clearing, netting, manage
ment of collateral, or any other services, which ultimately
enable the delivery of allowances on behalf of an auctioneer
to a successful bidder or its successor in title, and the pay
ment of the sum due by a successful bidder or its successor
in title to an auctioneer, carried out through either of the
following:

(a) the banking system and the Union registry;

(b) one or more settlement agents acting on behalf of an
auctioneer and a bidder or its successor in title, access
ing the settlement agent either directly or indirectly
through members of the settlement agent who act as
intermediaries between their clients and the settlement
agent;

37. ‘settlement agent’ means an entity acting as an agent provid
ing accounts to the auction platform, through which
accounts instructions for the transfer of the auctioned allow
ances given by the auctioneer or an intermediary represent
ing it and the payment of the auction clearing price by a
successful bidder, its successor in title, or an intermediary
representing them are safely executed either simultaneously
or nearly simultaneously in a guaranteed manner;

38. ‘collateral’ means the forms of collateral security referred to
in Article  2(m) of Directive 98/26/EC of the European Par
liament and of the Council

(1)  OJ L 166, 11.6.1998, p. 45.

, including any allowances
accepted as security by the clearing system or settlement
system;

39. ‘regulated market’ means the same as in point  (14) of
Article 4(1) of Directive 2004/39/EC;

40. ‘SMEs’ means operators or aircraft operators that are small
and medium-sized enterprises within the meaning of Com
mission Recommendation 2003/361/EC

(2)  OJ L 124, 20.5.2003, p. 36.

;

41. ‘small emitters’ means operators or aircraft operators that
emitted 25 000 tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent emis
sions or less on average in the three calendar years preceding
the year in which they participate in an auction, as deter
mined by their verified emissions;

42. ‘market operator’ means the same as in point  (13) of
Article 4(1) of Directive 2004/39/EC;

43. ‘establishment’ means any of the following:

(a) place of residence or permanent address within the
Union for the purposes of the third subparagraph of
Article 6(3);

(b) the same as in point  20(a) of Article  4(1) of Directive
2004/39/EC taking into account the requirements of
Article  5(4) of that Directive for the purposes of
Article 18(2) of this Regulation;

(c) the same as in point  20(a) of Article  4(1) of Directive
2004/39/EC taking into account the requirements of
Article  5(4) of that Directive for the purposes of
Article  18(3) of this Regulation, in the case of persons
referred to in point (b) of Article 18(1) of this Regulation;

(d) the same as in point  (7) of Article  4 of Directive
2006/48/EC for the purposes of Article  18(3) of this
Regulation, in the case of persons referred to in point (c)
of Article 18(1) of this Regulation;

(e) the same as in point  20(a) of Article  4(1) of Directive
2004/39/EC for the purposes of Article  19(2) of this
Regulation in the case of business grouping referred to
in point (d) of Article 18(1) of this Regulation;

(f) the same as in point  20(b) of Article  4(1) of Directive
2004/39/EC for the purposes of Article 35(4), (5) and (6)
and Article 42(1) of this Regulation.

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:1998:166:0045:0045:EN:PDF
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2003:124:0036:0036:EN:PDF
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CHAPTER II

THE DESIGN OF THE AUCTIONS

Article 4

Auctioned products

1. Allowances shall be offered for sale on an auction platform 
by means of standardised electronic contracts traded on that auc
tion platform (‘the auctioned product’). The auctioned products 
need not be traded on the same auction platform where the allow
ances are delivered within two trading days after the auction.

2. Until implementation of the legal measures and technical 
means necessary to deliver the allowances, Member States shall 
auction allowances in the form of either futures or forwards. 

Futures or forwards shall be auctioned in accordance with 
Article 11(1), Article 32 and Annex I. 

When auctioning futures or forwards, the delivery of the allow
ances may be deferred to a date no later than 31 December 2013.

3. No later than three months from the implementation of the 
legal measures and technical means necessary to deliver the allow
ances, Member States shall auction allowances in the form of 
either two-day spot or five-day futures.

Article 5

Auction format

Auctions shall be carried out through an auction format whereby 
bidders shall submit their bids during one given bidding window 
without seeing bids submitted by other bidders. Each successful 
bidder shall pay the same auction clearing price as referred to in 
Article 7 for each allowance regardless of the price bid.

Article  6

Submission and withdrawal of bids

1. The minimum volume bid for shall be one lot. 

One lot of two-day spot or five-day futures shall be 500 
allowances. 

One lot of futures or forwards shall be 1 000 allowances.

2. Each bid shall state the following: 

(a) the identity of the bidder and whether the bidder is bidding 
on its own account or on behalf of a client;

(b) where the bidder is bidding on behalf of a client, the identity 
of the client;

(c) the volume bid as a number of allowances in integral mul
tiples of lots of 500 or 1 000 allowances;

(d) the price bid in euros for each allowance specified to two 
decimal points.

3. Each bid may only be submitted, modified or withdrawn 
during a given bidding window. 

Bids submitted may be modified or withdrawn by a given dead
line before the close of the bidding window. Such deadline shall 
be set by the auction platform concerned and published on that 
auction platform’s website at least five trading days prior to the 
opening of the bidding window. 

Only a natural person established in the Union appointed pursu
ant to Article 19(2)(d) and authorised to bind a bidder for all pur
poses relating to the auctions including the submission of a bid 
(the ‘bidder’s representative’) is entitled to submit, modify or with
draw a bid on behalf of a bidder.

Once submitted, each bid shall be binding, unless it is withdrawn 
or modified pursuant to this paragraph or withdrawn pursuant to 
paragraph 4.

4. Where the relevant auction platform is satisfied that a genu
ine mistake has been made in the submission of a bid, it may, 
upon request of the bidder’s representative, treat the mistakenly 
submitted bid as withdrawn after the close of the bidding win
dow, but before the auction clearing price has been determined.

5. The reception, transmission and submission of a bid by an 
investment firm or credit institution on any auction platform shall 
be deemed to constitute an investment service within the mean
ing of point 2 of Article 4(1) of Directive 2004/39/EC where the 
auctioned product is a financial instrument.

Article 7

Auction clearing price and resolution of tied bids

1. The auction clearing price shall be determined upon closure 
of the bidding window.

2. An auction platform shall sort bids submitted to it in the 
order of the price bid. Where the price of several bids is the same, 
these bids shall be sorted through a random selection according 
to an algorithm determined by the auction platform before the 
auction. 

The volumes bid shall be added up, starting with the highest bid 
price. The price of the bid at which the sum of the volumes bid 
matches or exceeds the volume of allowances auctioned shall be 
the auction clearing price. 
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3. All bids making up the sum of the volumes bid determined 
pursuant to paragraph 2 shall be allocated at the auction clearing 
price.

4. Where the total volume of successful bids determined pur
suant to paragraph 2 exceeds the volume of auctioned allowances, 
the remaining volume of the auctioned allowances shall be allo
cated to the bidder that has submitted the last bid making up the 
sum of the volumes bid.

5. Where the total volume of bids sorted pursuant to para
graph  2 falls short of the volume of auctioned allowances, the 
auction platform shall cancel the auction.

6. Where the auction clearing price is significantly under the 
price on the secondary market prevailing during and immediately 
before the bidding window when taking into account the short 
term volatility of the price of allowances over a defined period 
preceding the auction, the auction platform shall cancel the 
auction.

7. Before an auction is started, the auction platform shall deter
mine the methodology for the application of paragraph  6, after 
consulting the auction monitor and obtaining its opinion thereon 
and notifying the competent national authorities referred to in 
Article 56. The auction platform concerned shall take the utmost 
account of the auction monitor’s opinion. 

In between two bidding windows on the same auction platform, 
the auction platform concerned may modify the methodology 
after having consulted the auction monitor and notified the com
petent national authorities referred to in Article 56. 

8. Where an auction is cancelled pursuant to paragraphs  5 
or  6, the auctioned volume shall be distributed evenly over the 
next auctions scheduled on the same auction platform. 

In case of allowances covered by Chapter III of Directive 
2003/87/EC the volume to be auctioned shall be distributed 
evenly over the next four scheduled auctions. 

In case of allowances covered by Chapter II of Directive 
2003/87/EC the volume to be auctioned shall be distributed 
evenly over the next two scheduled auctions. 

CHAPTER III

AUCTION CALENDAR

Article 8

Timing and frequency

1. An auction platform shall conduct auctions separately 
through its own regularly recurring bidding window. The bidding 
window shall be opened and closed on the same trading day. The 
bidding window shall be kept open for no less than two hours. 
The bidding windows of any two or more auction platforms may 
not overlap and there shall be at least a two-hour delay between 
two consecutive bidding windows.

2. The auction platform shall determine the dates and times of 
the auctions taking account of public holidays that affect interna
tional financial markets and any other relevant events or circum
stances that, in view of the auction platform, might affect the 
proper conduct of the auctions necessitating changes. No auctions 
shall be held in the two weeks over Christmas and New Year of 
each year.

3. In exceptional circumstances, any auction platform may, 
after consulting the auction monitor and obtaining its opinion 
thereon, change the times of any bidding window, by giving 
notice to all persons likely to be affected. The auction platform 
concerned shall take the utmost account of the auction monitor’s 
opinion.

4. As from the sixth auction or earlier, the auction platform 
appointed pursuant to Article 26(1) or (2) shall conduct auctions 
of allowances covered by Chapter III of Directive 2003/87/EC on 
a weekly basis at least and auctions of allowances covered by 
Chapter II of Directive 2003/87/EC shall be conducted on a two-
monthly basis at least. 

No other auction platform shall conduct an auction on any of a 
maximum of two days a week during which an auction platform 
appointed pursuant to Article  26(1) or  (2) conducts an auction. 
Where the auction platform appointed pursuant to Article 26(1) 
or  (2) conducts auctions on more than two days a week, it shall 
determine and publish on which two days no other auctions may 
take place. It shall do so no later than when it makes the deter
mination and publication referred to in Article 11(1). 

5. As from the sixth auction or earlier, the volume of allow
ances to be auctioned on the auction platform appointed pursu
ant to Article  26(1) or  (2) shall be distributed evenly over the 
auctions held in a given year, except that volumes auctioned in 
auctions held in August of each year shall be half of the volume 
auctioned in auctions held in other months of the year.

6. Additional provisions on the timing and frequency of the 
auctions conducted by any auction platform other than the auc
tion platforms appointed pursuant to Article 26(1) and (2) are set 
out in Article 32.

Article 9

Circumstances preventing the conduct of auctions

Without prejudice to the application of the rules referred in 
Article 58 where appropriate, an auction platform may cancel an 
auction where the proper conduct of that auction is disrupted or 
is likely to be disrupted, due to any circumstance affecting the 
security or reliability of the information technology system 
needed to apply for admission to bid, to access or to execute an 
auction.

In case of allowances covered by Chapter III of Directive 
2003/87/EC the volume to be auctioned shall be distributed 
evenly over the next four scheduled auctions.
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In case of allowances covered by Chapter II of Directive 
2003/87/EC the volume to be auctioned shall be distributed 
evenly over the next two scheduled auctions.

Article  10

Annual volumes of the auctioned allowances covered by 
Chapter III of Directive 2003/87/EC

1. The volume of any allowances covered by Chapter III of 
Directive 2003/87/EC to be auctioned in 2011 or 2012 and the 
auctioned products by means of which the allowances are to be 
auctioned shall be set out in Annex I to this Regulation.

2. The volume of allowances covered by Chapter III of Direc
tive 2003/87/EC to be auctioned in 2013 and 2014 shall be the 
quantity of allowances determined pursuant to Articles 9 and 9a 
of that Directive for the calendar year concerned, less the alloca
tion free of charge provided for in Articles  10a(7) and  11(2) of 
that Directive, less half of the total volume of any allowances auc
tioned in 2011 and 2012. 

The volume of allowances covered by Chapter III of Directive 
2003/87/EC to be auctioned each calendar year as from 2015 
onwards shall be the quantity of allowances determined pursuant 
to Articles  9 and  9a of that Directive for the calendar year con
cerned, less the allocation free of charge provided for in 
Articles 10a(7) and 11(2) of that Directive. 

Any quantity to be auctioned pursuant to Article 24 of Directive 
2003/87/EC shall be added to the volume of allowances to be 
auctioned in a given calendar year, determined pursuant to the 
first or second subparagraphs of this paragraph. 

The volume of allowances covered by Chapter III of Directive 
2003/87/EC to be auctioned in the final year of each trading 
period shall take account of any cessation of operations of an 
installation pursuant to Article  10a(19) of that Directive, any 
adaptation of the level of free allocation pursuant to 
Article 10a(20) of that Directive and of allowances remaining in 
the reserve for new entrants provided for in Article 10a(7) of that 
Directive. 

3. The volume of allowances covered by Chapter III of Direc
tive 2003/87/EC to be auctioned each calendar year as from 2013 
shall be based on the Commission’s determination and publica
tion pursuant to Article  10(1) of that Directive of the estimated 
amount of allowances to be auctioned or on the most recent 
amendment of the Commission’s original estimate as published 
by 31 January of the preceding year. 

Any subsequent change to the volume of allowances to be auc
tioned in a given calendar year shall be accounted for in the vol
ume of allowances to be auctioned in the subsequent calendar 
year. 

4. Without prejudice to Article  10a(7) of Directive 
2003/87/EC, for any given calendar year each Member State’s 
share of allowances to be auctioned covered by Chapter III of that 
Directive shall be the share determined pursuant to Article 10(2) 
of the same Directive, less any transitional free allocation made by 
that Member State pursuant to Article  10c of Directive 
2003/87/EC in that calendar year, plus any allowances to be auc
tioned by that Member State in the same calendar year pursuant 
to Article 24 of that Directive.

Article 11

Calendar for individual auctions of allowances covered by 
Chapter III of Directive 2003/87/EC auctioned by auction 

platforms appointed pursuant to Article 26(1) or  (2) of 
this Regulation

1. The auction platforms appointed pursuant to Article 26(1) 
or (2) of this Regulation shall determine and publish the bidding 
windows, individual volumes, auction dates as well as the auc
tioned product, payment and delivery dates of the allowances 
covered by Chapter III of Directive 2003/87/EC to be auctioned 
in individual auctions each calendar year, by 28  February of the 
previous year, or as soon as practicable thereafter, having previ
ously consulted the Commission and obtained its opinion 
thereon. The auction platforms concerned shall take the utmost 
account of the Commission’s opinion.

2. The auction platforms appointed pursuant to Article 26(1) 
or (2) of this Regulation shall base their determinations and pub
lications under paragraph  1 of this Article on the Commission’s 
determination and publication of the estimated amount of allow
ances to be auctioned or on the most recent amendment of the 
Commission’s original estimate referred to in Article  10(1) of 
Directive 2003/87/EC.

3. The bidding windows, individual volumes and auction dates 
of the allowances covered by Chapter III of Directive 2003/87/EC 
to be auctioned in individual auctions for the final year of each 
trading period, may be adjusted by the auction platform con
cerned to take account of any cessation of operations of an instal
lation pursuant to Article  10a(19) of that Directive, any 
adaptation of the level of free allocation pursuant to 
Article  10a(20) of that Directive or allowances remaining in the 
reserve for new entrants provided for in Article  10a(7) of that 
Directive.

4. The calendar for individual auctions of allowances covered 
by Chapter III of Directive 2003/87/EC conducted by an auction 
platform other than the auction platforms appointed pursuant to 
Article  26(1) or  (2) of this Regulation shall be determined and 
published pursuant to Article 32 of this Regulation.

Article  12

Annual volumes of auctioned allowances covered by 
Chapter II of Directive 2003/87/EC

1. The volume of allowances covered by Chapter II of Direc
tive 2003/87/EC to be auctioned in 2012 shall be the volume cal
culated and decided by the Commission pursuant to Article 3d(1) 
of that Directive. 
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The volume of allowances covered by Chapter II of Directive 
2003/87/EC to be auctioned each calendar year as from 2013 
onwards shall be the volume calculated and decided by the Com
mission pursuant to Article 3d(2) of that Directive, divided equally 
over the number of years making up the trading period in 
question.

However, the volume of allowances to be auctioned in the final 
year of each trading period shall take account of allowances 
remaining in the special reserve referred to in Article 3f of Direc
tive 2003/87/EC.

2. For each calendar year in a given trading period, each Mem
ber State’s share of allowances to be auctioned covered by Chap
ter II of Directive 2003/87/EC shall be the share determined for 
that trading period pursuant to Article  3d(3) of that Directive 
divided by the number of years making up the trading period in 
question.

Article  13

Calendar for individual auctions of allowances covered by 
Chapter II of Directive 2003/87/EC auctioned by auction 
platforms appointed pursuant to Article 26(1) or  (2) of 

this Regulation

1. The auction platforms appointed pursuant to Article 26(1) 
or (2) of this Regulation shall determine and publish the bidding 
windows, individual volumes and auction dates of the allowances 
covered by Chapter II of Directive 2003/87/EC to be auctioned in 
individual auctions for 2012, by 30 September 2011, or as soon 
as practicable thereafter, having previously consulted the Com
mission and obtained its opinion thereon. The auction platforms 
concerned shall take the utmost account of the Commission’s 
opinion.

2. As from 2012, the auction platforms appointed pursuant to 
Article 26(1) or (2) of this Regulation shall determine and publish 
the bidding windows, individual volumes, auction dates as well as 
the auctioned product, payment and delivery dates of the allow
ances covered by Chapter II of Directive 2003/87/EC to be auc
tioned in individual auctions for each calendar year by 
28 February of the previous year, or as soon as practicable there
after, having previously consulted the Commission and obtained 
its opinion thereon. The auction platforms concerned shall take 
the utmost account of the Commission’s opinion. 

The bidding windows, individual volumes, auction dates as well 
as the auctioned product, payment and delivery dates of the 
allowances covered by Chapter II of Directive 2003/87/EC to be 
auctioned in individual auctions for the final year of each trading 
period, may be adjusted by the auction platform concerned to 
take account of allowances remaining in the special reserve 
referred to in Article 3f of that Directive. 

3. The auction platforms appointed pursuant to Article 26(1) 
or (2) of this Regulation shall base their determinations and pub
lications under paragraphs 1 and 2 on the Commission’s decision 
adopted pursuant to Article 3e(3) of Directive 2003/87/EC.

4. The provisions on the calendar for individual auctions of 
allowances covered by Chapter II of Directive 2003/87/EC con
ducted by an auction platform other than the auction platforms 
appointed pursuant to Article 26(1) or (2) of this Regulation shall 
be determined and published pursuant to Article  32 of this 
Regulation.

Article 14

Adjustments of the auction calendar

1. The determinations and publications of the annual volumes 
to be auctioned and of the bidding windows, volumes, dates, auc
tioned product, payment and delivery dates in connection with 
individual auctions pursuant to Articles 10 to 13 and Article 32(4) 
shall not be modified except for adjustments due to any of the 
following: 

(a) the cancellation of an auction pursuant to Article 7(5) and (6), 
Article 9 and Article 32(5);

(b) any suspension of an auction platform other than the auc
tion platforms appointed pursuant to Article 26(1) or  (2) of 
this Regulation provided for in the Commission regulation 
adopted pursuant to Article 19(3) of Directive 2003/87/EC;

(c) any decision by a Member State made pursuant to 
Article 30(8);

(d) any settlement failure referred to in Article 45(5);

(e) any allowances remaining in the special reserve referred to in 
Article 3f of Directive 2003/87/EC;

(f) the cessation of operations of an installation pursuant to 
Article  10a(19) of Directive 2003/87/EC, any adaptation of 
the level of free allocation pursuant to Article 10a(20) of that 
Directive or allowances remaining in the reserve for new 
entrants provided for in Article 10a(7) of that Directive;

(g) any unilateral inclusion of additional activities and gases pur
suant to Article 24 of Directive 2003/87/EC;

(h) any measures adopted pursuant to Article  29a of Directive 
2003/87/EC;

(i) the entry into force of amendments to this Regulation or to 
Directive 2003/87/EC.

2. Where the manner in which a modification is to be imple
mented is not provided for in this Regulation, the auction plat
form concerned shall not implement that modification until it has 
previously consulted the Commission and obtained its opinion 
thereon. The auction platform concerned shall take the utmost 
account of the Commission’s opinion.
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CHAPTER IV

ACCESS TO THE AUCTIONS

Article 15

Persons who may submit bids directly in an auction

Without prejudice to Article 28(3), only a person who is eligible 
to apply for admission to bid pursuant to Article 18 and is admit
ted to bid pursuant to Articles 19 and 20 may submit bids directly 
in an auction.

Article  16

Means of access

1. An auction platform shall provide for the means to access 
its auctions on a non-discriminatory basis.

2. An auction platform auctioning two-day spot or five-day 
futures shall ensure that its auctions can be accessed remotely by 
means of an electronic interface accessible securely and reliably 
through the internet. 

In addition, an auction platform auctioning two-day spot or five-
day futures shall offer bidders the option of accessing its auctions 
through dedicated connections to the electronic interface. 

3. An auction platform auctioning two-day spot or five-day 
futures may offer one or more alternative means of accessing its 
auctions, should the main means of access be inaccessible for 
whatever reason, provided that such alternative means of access 
are secure and reliable and their use does not lead to any discrimi
nation between bidders.

Article  17

Training and helpline

An auction platform auctioning two-day spot or five-day futures 
shall offer a practical web-based training module on the auction 
process it is conducting, including guidance on how to complete 
and submit any forms and a simulation of how to bid in an auc
tion. It shall also make available a helpline service accessible by 
telephone, facsimile and electronic mail at least during the work
ing hours of each trading day.

Article 18

Persons eligible to apply for admission to bid

1. The following persons shall be eligible to apply for admis
sion to bid directly in auctions: 

(a) an operator or an aircraft operator having an operator hold
ing account, bidding on its own account, including any par
ent undertaking, subsidiary undertaking or affiliate 
undertaking forming part of the same group of undertakings 
as the operator or the aircraft operator;

(b) investment firms authorised under Directive 2004/39/EC 
bidding on their own account or on behalf of their clients;

(c) credit institutions authorised under Directive 2006/48/EC 
bidding on their own account or on behalf of their clients;

(d) business groupings of persons listed in point  (a) bidding on 
their own account and acting as an agent on behalf of their 
members;

(e) public bodies or state-owned entities of the Member States 
that control any of the persons listed in point (a).

2. Without prejudice to the exemption in Article  2(1)(i) of 
Directive 2004/39/EC, persons covered by this exemption and 
authorised pursuant to Article 59 of this Regulation shall be eli
gible to apply for admission to bid directly in the auctions either 
on their own account or on behalf of clients of their main busi
ness provided that a Member State where they are established has 
enacted legislation enabling the relevant competent national 
authority in that Member State to authorise them to bid on their 
own account or on behalf of clients of their main business.

3. Persons referred to in paragraph 1(b) or (c) shall be eligible 
to apply for admission to bid directly in the auctions on behalf of 
their clients when bidding for auctioned products that are not 
financial instruments provided that a Member State in which they 
are established has enacted legislation enabling the relevant com
petent national authority in that Member State to authorise them 
to bid on their own account or on behalf of their clients.

4. Where the persons referred to in paragraph 1(b) and (c) and 
paragraph 2 bid on behalf of their clients, they shall ensure that 
those clients are themselves eligible to apply for admission to bid 
directly under paragraphs 1 or 2. 

Where the clients of the persons referred to in the first subpara
graph are themselves bidding on behalf of their own clients, they 
shall ensure that those clients are also eligible to apply for admis
sion to bid directly under paragraphs 1 or 2. The same shall apply 
to all further clients down the chain bidding indirectly in the 
auctions. 

5. The following persons shall not be eligible to apply for 
admission to bid directly in auctions nor may they participate in 
auctions through one or more persons admitted to bid pursuant 
to Articles 19 and 20, whether for their own account or on behalf 
of any other person, where they fulfil their role with respect to the 
auctions in question: 

(a) the auctioneer;

(b) the auction platform including any clearing system and any 
settlement system connected to it;
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(c) persons who are in a position to exercise, directly or indi
rectly, significant influence over the management of the per
sons under points (a) and (b);

(d) persons working for persons under points (a) and (b).

6. The auction monitor may not participate in any auction 
directly or indirectly through one or more persons admitted to 
bid pursuant to Articles 19 and 20 whether for its own account 
or on behalf of any other person. 

Persons who are in a position to exercise, directly or indirectly, 
significant influence over the management of the auction moni
tor may not participate in any auction directly or indirectly, 
through one or more persons admitted to bid pursuant to 
Articles  19 and  20, whether for their own account or on behalf 
of any other person. 

Persons working for the auction monitor in connection with the 
auctions may not participate in any auction directly or indirectly, 
through one or more persons admitted to bid pursuant to 
Articles  19 and  20, whether for their own account or on behalf 
of any other person. 

7. The option made available pursuant to Articles 44 to 50 for 
an auction platform, including any clearing system or settlement 
system connected to it, to accept payment, make delivery or take 
collateral, from a successor in title to a successful bidder shall not 
undermine the application of Articles 17 to 20.

Article 19

Requirements for admission to bid

1. When an auction platform organises a secondary market, 
members or participants of the secondary market organised by an 
auction platform auctioning two-day spot or five-day futures that 
are eligible persons pursuant to Article 18(1) or (2) shall be admit
ted to bid directly in the auctions conducted by that auction plat
form without any further admission requirements, provided that 
all of the following conditions are fulfilled: 

(a) the requirements for admission of the member or participant 
to trade allowances through the secondary market organised 
by the auction platform auctioning two-day spot or five-day 
futures are no less stringent than those listed under para
graph 2 of this Article;

(b) the auction platform auctioning two-day spot or five-day 
futures receives any additional information necessary to 
verify the fulfilment of any requirements referred to in para
graph 2 of this Article that have not been previously verified.

2. Persons, who are not members or participants of the sec
ondary market organised by an auction platform auctioning two-
day spot or five-day futures, and that are eligible persons pursuant 
to Article 18(1) or (2) shall be admitted to bid directly in the auc
tions conducted by that auction platform provided that they: 

(a) are established in the Union, an operator or an aircraft 
operator;

(b) hold a nominated holding account;

(c) hold a nominated bank account;

(d) appoint at least one bidder’s representative as defined in the 
third subparagraph of Article 6(3);

(e) satisfy the auction platform concerned in line with applicable 
customer due diligence measures as to their identity, the 
identity of their beneficial owners, integrity, business and 
trading profile having regard to the means of establishing the 
relationship with the bidder, the type of bidder, the nature of 
the auctioned product, the size of prospective bids, and the 
means of payment and delivery;

(f) satisfy the auction platform concerned of their financial 
standing, in particular, that they are able to meet their finan
cial commitments and current liabilities as they fall due;

(g) have in place or are able to put in place when requested, the 
internal processes, procedures and contractual agreements 
necessary to give effect to a maximum bid-size imposed pur
suant to Article 57;

(h) fulfil the requirements of Article 49(1).

When an auction platform does not organise a secondary mar
ket, persons who are eligible persons pursuant to Article  18(1) 
or (2) shall be admitted to bid directly in the auctions conducted 
by that auction platform provided that they satisfy the conditions 
set out in subparagraphs (a) to (h) of this paragraph.

3. Persons falling under the scope of Article 18(1)(b) and (c) or 
Article  18(2) submitting bids on behalf of their clients shall be 
responsible for ensuring that all of the following conditions are 
fulfilled: 

(a) their clients are eligible persons pursuant to Article  18(1) 
or (2);

(b) they have or will have in good time before the opening of the 
bidding window adequate internal processes, procedures and 
contractual agreements necessary to:

(i) enable them to process bids from their clients including 
the submission of bids, collection of payment and trans
fer of allowances;

(ii) prevent the disclosure of confidential information from 
that part of their business responsible for receiving, pre
paring and submitting bids on behalf of their clients to 
that part of their business responsible for preparing and 
submitting bids on their own account;
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(iii) ensure that their clients who themselves are acting on 
behalf of clients bidding in the auctions apply the 
requirements set out in paragraph  2 of this Article and 
in this paragraph and that they require the same of their 
clients and of the clients of their clients as provided for 
in Article 18(4).

The auction platform concerned may rely on reliable checks 
carried out by the persons referred to in the first subpara
graph of this paragraph, their clients, or the clients of their 
clients as provided for in Article 18(4).

Persons referred to in the first subparagraph of this para
graph shall be responsible for ensuring that they are able to 
demonstrate to the auction platform whenever requested to 
do so by the auction platform pursuant to Article  20(5)(d) 
that the conditions in points  (a) and (b) of the first subpara
graph of this paragraph are fulfilled.

Article 20

Submission and processing of applications for admission 
to bid

1. Before submitting their first bid directly through any auc
tion platform auctioning two-day spot or five-day futures, per
sons eligible pursuant to Article  18(1) or  (2) shall apply to the 
auction platform concerned for admission to bid. 

When an auction platform organises a secondary market, mem
bers of or participants in the secondary market organised by the 
auction platform concerned fulfilling the requirements of 
Article 19(1) shall be admitted to bid without applying under the 
first subparagraph of this paragraph. 

2. An application for admission to bid made under para
graph  1 shall be made by completing an electronic application 
accessible through the internet. The electronic application and its 
access through the internet shall be provided and maintained by 
the auction platform concerned.

3. An application for admission to bid shall be supported by 
duly certified copies of all supporting documents required by the 
auction platform to show that the applicant satisfies the require
ments of Article  19(2) and  (3). An application for admission to 
bid shall at least include the elements listed in Annex II.

4. An application for admission to bid, including any support
ing documents, shall upon request be made available for inspec
tion by the auction monitor, the competent national law 
enforcement authorities of a Member State conducting an inves
tigation, referred to in Article 62(3)(e) and any competent Union 
bodies involved in investigations conducted on a cross-border 
basis.

5. An auction platform auctioning two-day spot or five-day 
futures may refuse admission to bid in its auctions if the appli
cant refuses any of the following: 

(a) to comply with requests made by the auction platform for 
additional information or clarification or substantiation of 
information provided;

(b) to attend an invitation made by the auction platform to inter
view any officers of the applicant including at its business 
premises or elsewhere;

(c) to allow investigations or verifications, requested by the auc
tion platform including on-site visits or spot-checks at the 
applicant’s business premises;

(d) to comply with requests made by the auction platform for 
any information required from an applicant, the clients of an 
applicant or the clients of their clients as provided for in 
Article 18(4) to check compliance with the requirements of 
Article 19(3);

(e) to comply with requests made by the auction platform for 
any information required to check compliance with the 
requirements of Article 19(2).

6. An auction platform auctioning two-day spot or five-day 
futures shall apply the measures provided for in Article 13(4) of 
Directive 2005/60/EC in respect of its transactions or business 
relationships with politically exposed persons irrespective of their 
country of residence.

7. An auction platform auctioning two-day spot or five-day 
futures shall require an applicant for admission to bid in its auc
tions to ensure that clients of the applicant comply with any 
request made pursuant to paragraph 5 and that any client of the 
applicant’s clients as provided for in Article 18(4) does the same.

8. An application for admission shall be deemed to be with
drawn if the applicant fails to submit information requested by an 
auction platform within a reasonable period specified in a request 
for information made pursuant to point  (a), (d) or  (e) of para
graph  5, by the auction platform concerned, which shall not be 
less than five trading days from the date of the request for infor
mation, or fails to respond or submit to or cooperate in an inter
view or any investigations or verifications under point  (b) or  (c) 
of paragraph 5.

9. An applicant shall not provide any auction platform auc
tioning two-day spot or five-day futures, with false or misleading 
information. An applicant shall notify the auction platform con
cerned fully, frankly and promptly of any changes in its circum
stances that could affect its application for admission to bid in 
auctions conducted by that auction platform or any admission to 
bid already granted to it.

10. An auction platform auctioning two-day spot or five-day 
futures shall decide on an application submitted to it and notify 
its decision to the applicant. 

The auction platform concerned may: 

(a) grant unconditional admission to the auctions for a period 
not exceeding the term of its appointment, including any 
extension or renewal of that appointment;
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(b) grant conditional admission to the auctions for a period not 
exceeding the term of its appointment, subject to fulfilment 
of the specified conditions, by a given date, which shall be 
duly verified by the auction platform concerned;

(c) refuse to grant admission.

Article  21

Refusal, revocation or suspension of admission

1. An auction platform auctioning two-day spot or five-day 
futures shall refuse to grant admission to bid in its auctions, 
revoke or suspend any admission to bid already granted to any 
person who: 

(a) is not or is no longer eligible to apply for admission to bid 
pursuant to Article 18(1) or (2);

(b) does not or no longer meets the requirements of Articles 18, 
19 and 20;

(c) is wilfully or repeatedly in breach of this Regulation, the 
terms and conditions of its admission to bid in the auctions 
conducted by the auction platform concerned or any other 
related instructions or agreements.

2. An auction platform auctioning two-day spot or five-day 
futures shall refuse to grant admission to bid in its auctions, 
revoke or suspend any admission to bid already granted, if it sus
pects money laundering, terrorist financing, criminal activity or 
market abuse in relation to an applicant, provided that such 
refusal, revocation or suspension is unlikely to frustrate efforts by 
the competent national authorities, to pursue or apprehend the 
perpetrators of such activities. 

In such a case, the auction platform concerned shall make a report 
to the financial intelligence unit (FIU) referred to in Article 21 of 
Directive 2005/60/EC in accordance with Article  55(2) of this 
Regulation. 

3. An auction platform auctioning two-day spot or five-day 
futures may refuse to grant admission to bid in its auctions, revoke 
or suspend any admission to bid already granted, to any person: 

(a) who is negligently in breach of this Regulation, the terms and 
conditions of its admission to bid in the auctions conducted 
by the auction platform concerned or any other related 
instructions or agreements;

(b) who has otherwise behaved in a manner that is prejudicial to 
the orderly or efficient conduct of an auction;

(c) who is referred to in Article  18(1)(b) or  (c) or Article  18(2) 
and has not bid in any auction during the preceding 220 
trading days.

4. Persons referred to in paragraph  3 shall be notified of the 
refusal to grant admission, or the revocation or suspension of 
admission, and be given a reasonable period, specified in the deci
sion of refusal to admit, revocation or suspension of admission, 
to respond in writing. 

After considering the person’s written response, the auction plat
form concerned shall if warranted: 

(a) grant or reinstate admission with effect from a given date;

(b) grant conditional admission or conditional reinstatement of 
admission subject to fulfilment of the specified conditions by 
a given date, which shall be duly verified by the auction plat
form concerned;

(c) confirm the refusal to grant admission, the revocation or sus
pension of admission with effect from a given date.

The auction platform shall notify the person in question of its 
decision.

5. Persons whose admission to bid is revoked or suspended 
pursuant to paragraphs  1, 2 or  3 shall take reasonable steps to 
ensure that their removal from the auctions: 

(a) is orderly;

(b) does not prejudice the interests of their clients or interfere 
with the efficient functioning of the auctions;

(c) does not affect their obligations to comply with any payment 
provisions, the terms and conditions of their admission to 
bid in the auctions or any other related instructions or 
agreements;

(d) does not compromise their obligations regarding the protec
tion of confidential information pursuant to 
Article  19(3)(b)(ii) which shall remain in force for 20 years 
following their removal from the auctions.

The refusal to grant admission, the revocation or suspension of 
admission, referred to in paragraphs 1, 2 and 3, shall specify any 
measures needed to comply with this paragraph and the auction 
platform shall verify compliance with such measures.

CHAPTER V

APPOINTMENT OF THE AUCTIONEER AND ITS FUNCTIONS

Article 22

Appointment of the auctioneer

1. Each Member State shall appoint an auctioneer. No Mem
ber State shall auction allowances without appointing an auction
eer. More than one Member State may appoint the same 
auctioneer.
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2. The auctioneer shall be appointed by the appointing Mem
ber State in good time prior to the commencement of the auc
tions so as to conclude and implement the necessary 
arrangements with the auction platform appointed or to be 
appointed by that Member State, including any clearing system 
and settlement system connected to it, allowing the auctioneer to 
auction allowances on behalf of the appointing Member State 
upon mutually agreed terms and conditions.

3. For Member States not participating in the joint actions pro
vided for in Article 26, the auctioneer shall be appointed by the 
appointing Member State in good time prior to the commence
ment of the auctions on the auction platforms appointed pursu
ant to Article 26(1) and (2) so as to conclude and implement the 
necessary arrangements with these auction platforms, including 
any clearing system and settlement system connected to them, to 
enable the auctioneer to auction allowances on behalf of the 
appointing Member State on such auction platforms upon mutu
ally agreed terms and conditions, pursuant to the second subpara
graph of Article 30(7) and the first subparagraph of Article 30(8).

4. Member States shall refrain from disclosing any inside infor
mation within the meaning of point (29) of Article 3 and point (a) 
of Article 37 to any person working for an auctioneer. 

In the event of any unauthorised disclosure of inside information 
to persons working for the auctioneer, the terms of appointment 
of the auctioneer shall provide for adequate measures to remove 
from the auctions any persons to whom such unauthorised dis
closure has been made. 

The second subparagraph of this paragraph shall apply without 
prejudice to the application of Articles  11 to  16 of Directive 
2003/6/EC and Article  43 of this Regulation to any contraven
tion of the prohibition of the first subparagraph of this paragraph. 

5. The allowances to be auctioned on behalf of a Member State 
shall be retained from the auctions until an auctioneer is duly 
appointed and until the arrangements referred to in para
graph 2 are concluded and implemented.

6. Paragraph 5 is without prejudice to any legal consequences 
arising under Union law from a Member State failing to fulfil its 
obligations under paragraphs 1 to 4.

7. Member States shall notify the identity of the auctioneer and 
its contact details to the Commission. 

The auctioneer’s identity and contact details shall be published on 
the Commission’s website. 

Article  23

The auctioneer’s functions

The auctioneer shall:

(a) auction the volume of allowances to be auctioned by each 
Member State appointing it;

(b) receive the auction proceeds due to each Member State 
appointing it;

(c) disburse the auction proceeds due to each Member State 
appointing it.

CHAPTER VI

APPOINTMENT OF THE AUCTION MONITOR AND ITS 
FUNCTIONS

Article 24

The auction monitor

1. All auction processes shall be monitored by the same auc
tion monitor.

2. All Member States shall appoint an auction monitor follow
ing a joint procurement procedure between the Commission and 
the Member States conducted pursuant to the third subparagraph 
of Article 91(1) of Regulation (EC, Euratom) No 1605/2002 and 
Article 125c of Regulation (EC, Euratom) No 2342/2002.

3. The period for which the auction monitor is appointed shall 
be no longer than 5 years. 

At least three months prior to the expiry of the term of appoint
ment or termination of the appointment of the auction monitor, 
a successor shall be appointed, pursuant to paragraph 2. 

4. The identity and contact details of the auction monitor shall 
be published on the Commission’s website.

Article 25

The auction monitor’s functions

1. The auction monitor shall monitor each auction and report 
on the proper implementation of the auctions conducted in the 
preceding month to the Commission on behalf of the Member 
States and to the Member States concerned, within the deadline 
provided for in the fourth subparagraph of Article 10(4) of Direc
tive 2003/87/EC, pursuant to that subparagraph in particular 
with respect to: 

(a) fair and open access;

(b) transparency;

(c) price formation;

(d) technical and operational aspects.

2. The auction monitor shall provide to the Member States and 
the Commission an annual consolidated report which shall 
comprise: 

(a) the matters referred to in paragraph 1 both in relation to each 
individual auction and in aggregate for each auction platform;
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(b) any failure to comply with the contract appointing an auc
tion platform;

(c) any evidence of anti-competitive behaviour or market abuse;

(d) the impact of the auctions on the market position of the auc
tion platforms on the secondary market, if any;

(e) the relationship between the auction processes covered in the 
consolidated report and between them and the functioning of 
the secondary market, pursuant to Article 10(5) of Directive 
2003/87/EC;

(f) information about the number, nature and status of any 
complaints made pursuant to Article  59(4) as well as any 
other complaints made to the national competent authori
ties supervising credit institutions and investment firms;

(g) information about any follow-up given to any reports of the 
auction monitor made under paragraphs 3, 4 and 5;

(h) any recommendations deemed appropriate to improve any 
of the auction processes or for any review of the following:

(i) this Regulation including the review referred to in 
Article 33;

(ii) the Commission regulation adopted pursuant to 
Article 19(3) of Directive 2003/87/EC;

(iii) Directive 2003/87/EC including the review of the func
tioning of the carbon market provided for in 
Articles 10(5) and 12(1a) of that Directive.

3. The auction monitor may, upon request by the Commission 
and one or more Member State(s), or as required in paragraph 5, 
report from time to time on any specific issue related to any of 
the auction processes, whenever it is necessary to raise the issue 
in question prior to the submission of the reports covered in para
graphs 1 or 2. Otherwise the auction monitor may report thereon 
in the reports provided for in paragraphs 1 or 2.

4. A Member State not participating in the joint action pro
vided for in Article  26 of this Regulation but opting to appoint 
its own auction platform pursuant to Article 30(1) and (2) of this 
Regulation may request the auction monitor to provide the Mem
ber States, the Commission and the auction platform concerned 
with a technical report on the ability of the auction platform it 
proposes or intends to propose, to carry out the auction process 
in accordance with the requirements of this Regulation and in 
conformity with the objectives set out in Article  10(4) of Direc
tive 2003/87/EC. 

In such reports, the auction monitor shall clearly state where the 
auction process meets the requirements of the first subparagraph 
and where it does not. It shall make precise recommendations for 
further development or improvement to the auction process 
wherever appropriate, proposing a specific timeline for their 
implementation. 

5. In the event of any breach of this Regulation or non-
conformity with the objectives of Article  10(4) of Directive 
2003/87/EC of the auction process carried out by an auction plat
form, or upon request by the Commission in case it suspects such 
a breach, the auction monitor shall report forthwith to the Mem
ber States, the Commission and the auction platform concerned. 

The report shall clearly state the nature of the breach or non-
conformity. It shall make precise recommendations to remedy the 
situation, proposing a specific timeline for their implementation. 
Where appropriate, it may recommend the suspension of the auc
tion platform concerned. The auction monitor shall keep its 
report pursuant to this paragraph under constant review and pro
vide quarterly up-dates thereon to the Member States, the Com
mission and the auction platform concerned. 

6. Any opinions provided pursuant to Article  7(7) or  8(3) of 
this Regulation by the auction monitor shall form part of its func
tions pursuant to this Article.

7. The reports and opinions provided for pursuant to this 
Article shall be drawn up in a comprehensible, standardised eas
ily accessible format to be determined as set out in the contract 
appointing the auction monitor.

CHAPTER VII

APPOINTMENT OF AN AUCTION PLATFORM BY MEMBER 
STATES PARTICIPATING IN A JOINT ACTION WITH THE 

COMMISSION AND ITS FUNCTIONS

Article 26

Appointment of an auction platform through joint action 
of the Member States with the Commission

1. Without prejudice to Article  30, Member States shall 
appoint one auction platform for auctioning two-day spot or five-
day futures following a joint procurement procedure between the 
Commission and the Member States participating in the joint 
action.

2. Without prejudice to Article  30, Member States shall 
appoint one or two auction platforms for auctioning futures or 
forwards, provided that those auctioned products are listed in 
Annex  I, following a joint procurement procedure between the 
Commission and the Member States participating in the joint 
action.

3. The joint procurement procedure referred to in para
graphs 1 and 2 shall be conducted pursuant to the third subpara
graph of Article 91(1) of Regulation (EC, Euratom) No 1605/2002 
and Article 125c of Regulation (EC, Euratom) No 2342/2002.

4. Any period of appointment of the auction platforms 
referred to in paragraphs  1 and  2 shall be no longer than five 
years.
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5. The identity and contact details of the auction platforms 
referred to in paragraphs 1 and 2 shall be published on the Com
mission’s website.

6. Any Member State that joins the joint actions pursuant to 
paragraphs 1 and 2 after the entry into force of the joint procure
ment agreement entered into between the participating Member 
States and the Commission shall accept the terms and conditions 
agreed by participating Member States and the Commission in the 
joint procurement agreement as well as any decisions already 
adopted under that agreement. 

Any Member State that decides pursuant to Article  30(4) not to 
participate in the joint action but to appoint its own auction plat
form may be given observer status upon terms and conditions 
agreed in the joint procurement agreement between the Member 
States participating in the joint action and the Commission sub
ject to any applicable public procurement rules. 

Article 27

Functions of the auction platform appointed pursuant to 
Article 26(1)

1. The auction platform appointed pursuant to Article  26(1) 
shall provide the following services to the Member States as more 
particularly delineated in the contract appointing it: 

(a) providing access to the auctions, pursuant to Articles  15 
to  21, including the provision and maintenance of the nec
essary internet-based electronic interfaces and website;

(b) conducting the auctions in accordance with Articles 4 to 7;

(c) managing the auction calendar in accordance with Articles 8 
to 14;

(d) announcing and notifying the results of an auction, pursuant 
to Article 61;

(e) providing, or ensuring through sub-contracting the provision 
of, the requisite clearing system or settlement system needed 
for:

(i) the handling of payments made by successful bidders or 
their successors in title and distribution of the proceeds 
of the auctions to the auctioneer, pursuant to Articles 44 
and 45;

(ii) delivering the auctioned allowances to successful bidders 
or their successors in title, pursuant to Articles  46, 47 
and 48;

(iii) managing collateral including any margining, provided 
by the auctioneer or bidders, pursuant to Articles  49 
and 50;

(f) providing the auction monitor with any information relating 
to the conduct of the auctions, required for the carrying out 
of the auction monitor’s functions, pursuant to Article 53;

(g) supervising the auctions, notifying suspicions of money laun
dering, terrorist financing, criminal activity or market abuse, 
administering any required remedial measures or sanctions 
including the provision of an extra-judicial dispute resolution 
mechanism, pursuant to Articles 44 to 59 and Article 64(1).

2. At least 20 trading days prior to the opening of the first bid
ding window run by the auction platform appointed pursuant to 
Article 26(1), the auction platform shall be connected to at least 
one clearing system or settlement system.

Article 28

Functions of the auction platform appointed pursuant to 
Article 26(2)

1. An auction platform appointed pursuant to Article  26(2) 
shall provide the following services to the Member States: 

(a) providing access to the auctions pursuant to the arrange
ments in place in the secondary market, organised by the 
auction platform, as modified in the contracts appointing it;

(b) conducting the auctions in accordance with Articles 4 to 7;

(c) managing the auction calendar in accordance with Articles 8 
to 14;

(d) announcing and notifying the results of an auction, pursuant 
to Article 61;

(e) providing, pursuant to the arrangements in place in the sec
ondary market organised by the auction platform, except that 
Article 40 shall apply in any case, as modified in the contract 
appointing it, the clearing system or settlement system 
needed for the:

(i) handling of payments made by bidders or their succes
sors in title and the distribution of the proceeds of the 
auctions to the auctioneer;

(ii) delivering auctioned allowances to successful bidders or 
their successors in title;

(iii) managing collateral, including any margining, provided 
by the auctioneer or bidders;

(f) providing the auction monitor with any information relating 
to the conduct of the auctions, required for the carrying out 
of the auction monitor’s functions, pursuant to Article 53;

(g) surveying the auctions, notifying suspicions of money laun
dering, terrorist financing, criminal activity or market abuse, 
administering any required remedial measures or sanctions, 
including the provision of an extra-judicial dispute resolution 
mechanism, pursuant to the arrangements in place in the sec
ondary market organised by the auction platform, as modi
fied in the contract appointing it.
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2. At least 20 trading days prior to the opening of the first bid
ding window run by an auction platform appointed pursuant to 
Article 26(2), the auction platform concerned shall be connected 
to at least one clearing system or settlement system.

3. Article 16(2) and (3), Articles 17, 19, 20, 21, 54, 55 and 56, 
Articles  60(3) and  63(4), and Article  64 shall not apply with 
respect to the auctions conducted by an auction platform auction
ing futures or forwards.

Article 29

Services provided to the Commission by the auction 
platforms appointed pursuant to Article 26(1) or  (2)

Auction platforms appointed pursuant to Article 26(1) or (2) shall 
provide the Commission with technical support services with 
respect to the Commission’s work relating to the following:

(a) completion of Annex I and any coordination of the auction 
calendar for Annex III;

(b) any opinions provided by the Commission under this 
Regulation;

(c) any opinions or reports provided by the auction monitor 
regarding the functioning of the auctions platforms 
appointed pursuant to Article 26(1) or (2);

(d) the reports or any proposal made by the Commission pur
suant to Articles 10(5) and 12(1a) of Directive 2003/87/EC;

(e) any amendment to this Regulation or Directive 2003/87/EC 
which has an impact on the functioning of the carbon mar
ket including the implementation of the auctions;

(f) any review of this Regulation, Directive 2003/87/EC or the 
Commission regulation adopted pursuant to Article 19(3) of 
that Directive which has an impact on the functioning of the 
carbon market including the implementation of the auctions;

(g) any other joint action relating to the functioning of the car
bon market including the implementation of the auctions 
agreed between the Commission and the Member States par
ticipating in the joint action.

CHAPTER VIII

APPOINTMENT OF AUCTION PLATFORMS BY MEMBER 
STATES OPTING TO HAVE THEIR OWN AUCTION PLATFORM 

AND THEIR FUNCTIONS

Article 30

Appointment of any auction platform other than an 
auction platform appointed pursuant to Article 26(1) 

or  (2)

1. Any Member State not participating in the joint action pro
vided for in Article  26 of this Regulation may appoint its own 
auction platform for the auctioning of its share of the volume of 
allowances covered by Chapters II and III of Directive 2003/87/EC 
to be auctioned by means of two-day spot or five-day futures.

2. Any Member State not participating in the joint action pro
vided for in Article  26 of this Regulation may appoint its own 
auction platform for the auctioning of its share of the volume of 
allowances covered by Chapters II and III of Directive 2003/87/EC 
to be auctioned by means of the futures or forwards, provided 
that these products are listed in Annex I to this Regulation.

3. Member States not participating in the joint action provided 
for in Article 26 may appoint the same auction platform or sepa
rate auction platforms for the auctioning of futures or forwards 
and two-day spot or five-day futures, respectively.

4. Any Member State not participating in the joint action pro
vided for in Article 26, shall inform the Commission of its deci
sion not to participate in the joint action but to appoint its own 
auction platform pursuant to paragraphs  1 and  2 of this Article 
within three months of the entry into force of this Regulation.

5. Any Member State not participating in the joint action pro
vided for in Article  26 shall select its own auction platform 
appointed pursuant to paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article on the 
basis of a selection procedure compliant with Union and national 
procurement law where a public procurement process is required 
by either Union or national law, respectively. The selection pro
cedure shall be subject to all applicable remedies and enforcement 
procedures under Union and national law. 

Any period of appointment of the auction platforms referred to 
in paragraphs 1 and 2 shall be no longer than three years renew
able for no more than a further two years. 

The appointment of the auction platforms referred to in para
graphs  1 and  2 shall be subject to listing the auction platform 
concerned in Annex  III pursuant to paragraph  7. It shall not be 
implemented before the entry into force of the listing of the auc
tion platform concerned in Annex  III as provided for in 
paragraph 7. 

6. Each Member State not participating in the joint action pro
vided for in Article 26 but opting to appoint its own auction plat
form pursuant to paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article shall provide 
the Commission with a complete notification containing all of the 
following: 

(a) the identity of the auction platform it proposes to appoint 
indicating whether the same auction platform or separate 
auction platforms shall auction the futures or forwards, and 
two-day spot or five-day futures, respectively;

(b) the detailed operative rules that would govern the auction 
process to be conducted by the auction platform(s) it pro
poses to appoint, including the contractual provisions con
cerning the appointment of the auction platform concerned 
including the any clearing system(s) and settlement system(s) 
connected to the proposed auction platform stipulating the 
terms and conditions governing the structure and level of 
fees, collateral management, payment and delivery;
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(c) the proposed bidding windows, individual volumes, auction 
dates indicating the occurrence of relevant public holidays, as 
well as the auctioned product, payment and delivery dates of 
the allowances to be auctioned in individual auctions in a 
given calendar year and any other information necessary for 
the Commission to assess whether the proposed auction cal
endar is compatible with the auction calendar of the auction 
platforms appointed pursuant to Article 26(1) or (2) as well 
as other auction calendars proposed by other Member States 
not participating in the joint action provided for in Article 26 
but opting to appoint their own auction platforms;

(d) the detailed rules and conditions on surveying and supervis
ing the auctions to which its proposed auction platform shall 
be subject pursuant to Article 35(4), (5) and (6) as well as the 
detailed rules protecting against money laundering, terrorist 
financing, criminal activity or market abuse, including any 
remedial measures or sanctions;

(e) the detailed measures put in place to comply with 
Article  22(4) and Article  34 regarding the appointment of 
the auctioneer.

The notification shall demonstrate the compatibility with the 
provisions of this Regulation and conformity with the objec
tives in Article 10(4) of Directive 2003/87/EC.

A notifying Member State may modify its original notifica
tion prior to the listing referred to in paragraph  7 of this 
Article.

Each notifying Member State shall present its original and 
modified notification to the Committee referred to in 
Article 23(1) of Directive 2003/87/EC.

7. Auction platforms other than those appointed pursuant to 
Article  26(1) or  (2), the Member States appointing them, their 
term of appointment, and any applicable conditions or obliga
tions, shall be set out in Annex III where the requirements of this 
Regulation and the objectives of Article  10(4) of Directive 
2003/87/EC are satisfied. The Commission and the Committee 
provided for in Article  23(1) of Directive 2003/87/EC shall act 
solely on the basis of these requirements and objectives and shall 
have full regard to any reports made by the auction monitor pur
suant to Article 25(4) of this Regulation. 

In the absence of any listing provided for in the first subpara
graph, a Member State not participating in the joint action pro
vided for in Article  26 but opting to appoint its own auction 
platform pursuant to paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article shall use 
the auction platforms appointed pursuant to Article 26(1) or  (2) 
to auction its share of the allowances that would have otherwise 
been auctioned on the auction platform to be appointed pursu
ant to paragraphs  1 or  2 of this Article in the period until the 
expiry of three months after the entry into force of the listing pro
vided for in the first subparagraph. 

8. Any Member State not participating in the joint action pro
vided for in Article 26 but opting to appoint its own auction plat
form pursuant to paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article may join the 
joint action provided for in Article 26, pursuant to Article 26(6). 

The volume of allowances that were scheduled to be auctioned on 
an auction platform other than the auction platforms appointed 
pursuant to Article  26(1) or  (2) shall be spread evenly over the 
auctions conducted by the relevant auction platform appointed 
pursuant to Article 26(1) or (2). 

Article 31

Functions of auction platforms other than the auction 
platforms appointed pursuant to Article 26(1) or  (2)

1. Any auction platform appointed pursuant to Article  30(1) 
shall carry out the same functions as the auction platform 
appointed pursuant to Article 26(1) as provided for in Article 27 
except for Article 27(1)(c) on the auction calendar which shall not 
apply.

2. Any auction platform appointed pursuant to Article  30(2) 
shall carry out the same functions as the auction platforms 
appointed pursuant to Article 26(2) as provided for in Article 28 
except for Article 28(1)(c) on the auction calendar which shall not 
apply.

3. The provisions on the auction calendar provided for in 
Article 8(1), (2) and (3), Articles 9, 10, 12, 14 and 32 shall apply 
to the auction platforms appointed pursuant to Article  30(1) 
or (2).

Article 32

Auction calendar for any auction platform other than the 
auction platforms appointed pursuant to Article 26(1) 

or  (2)

1. The volume of allowances covered by Chapter III of Direc
tive 2003/87/EC auctioned in individual auctions conducted by 
an auction platform appointed pursuant to Article 30(1) or (2) of 
this Regulation shall be no greater than 20 million allowances and 
no less than 10 million allowances; save where the total volume 
of allowances, covered by Chapter III of Directive 2003/87/EC, to 
be auctioned by the appointing Member State is less than 10 mil
lion in a given calendar year, in which case the allowances shall 
be auctioned in a single auction per calendar year.

2. The volume of allowances covered by Chapter II of Direc
tive 2003/87/EC auctioned in individual auctions conducted by 
an auction platform appointed pursuant to Article 30(1) or (2) of 
this Regulation shall be no greater than 5 million allowances and 
no less than 2,5 million allowances; save where the total volume 
of allowances, covered by Chapter II of Directive 2003/87/EC, to 
be auctioned by the appointing Member State is less than 2,5 mil
lion in a given calendar year, in which case the allowances shall 
be auctioned in a single auction per calendar year.
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3. The total volume of allowances covered by Chapters II 
and  III of Directive 2003/87/EC to be auctioned by all auction 
platforms appointed pursuant to Article 30(1) or (2) of this Regu
lation collectively shall be distributed evenly over any given cal
endar year, except that the volume auctioned in auctions held in 
August of each year shall be half of the volume auctioned in other 
months of the year.

4. The auction platforms appointed pursuant to Article 30(1) 
or (2) of this Regulation shall determine and publish the bidding 
windows, individual volumes, auction dates as well as the auc
tioned product, payment and delivery dates of the allowances, 
covered by Chapters II and III of Directive 2003/87/EC, to be auc
tioned in individual auctions each year, after the determination 
and publication pursuant to Articles 11(1) and 13(1) of this Regu
lation by the auction platforms appointed pursuant to 
Article 26(1) and (2) of this Regulation, by 31 March of the pre
vious year, or as soon as practicable thereafter, having previously 
consulted the Commission and obtained its opinion thereon. The 
auction platforms concerned shall take the utmost account of the 
Commission’s opinion. 

Published calendars referred to in the first subparagraph shall be 
consistent with any relevant conditions or obligations listed in 
Annex III. 

5. Where an auction conducted by an auction platform 
appointed pursuant to Article 30(1) or (2) is cancelled by the auc
tion platform pursuant to Article 7(5) or (6) or Article 9, the auc
tioned volume shall be distributed evenly either over the next four 
auctions scheduled on the same auction platform or, if the auc
tion platform concerned conducts less than four auctions in a 
given calendar year, over the next two auctions scheduled on the 
same auction platform.

Article 33

Review of this Regulation

Upon delivery of the annual consolidated report drawn up by the 
auction monitor pursuant to Article  25(2) which shall be deliv
ered no later than 31  December 2014, the Commission shall 
review the arrangements provided for in this Regulation includ
ing the operation of all auction processes.

The review shall analyse the experience acquired with regard to 
the interaction between the auction platforms appointed pursu
ant to Article  30(1) or  (2) and those appointed pursuant to 
Article 26(1) or (2) as well as the interaction between the auctions 
and the secondary market.

The review shall be carried out in consultation with Member 
States and stakeholders.

The Commission may put forward any measures deemed neces
sary to deal with any distortion or malfunctioning of the internal 
market or the carbon market arising from the arrangements under 
this Regulation, having regard to the outcome of the review, with 
a view to entry into force of such measures by 31  December 
2016.

CHAPTER IX

APPOINTMENT REQUIREMENTS APPLICABLE TO THE 
AUCTIONEER AUCTION MONITOR AND ANY AUCTION 

PLATFORM

Article 34

Appointment requirements applicable to the auctioneer 
and the auction monitor

1. When appointing auctioneers and the auction monitor, the 
Member States shall take into account the extent to which 
candidates: 

(a) exhibit the least risk of conflict of interest or market abuse 
having regard to the following:

(i) any activities on the secondary market;

(ii) any internal processes and procedures to mitigate the 
risk of conflict of interest or market abuse;

(b) are able to fulfil the auctioneer’s or the auction monitor’s 
functions, in a timely manner, in accordance with the high
est professional and quality standards.

2. The auctioneer’s appointment shall be subject to the con
clusion of the arrangements referred to in Article  22(2) and  (3) 
between the auctioneer and the auction platform concerned.

Article 35

Appointment requirements applicable to any auction 
platform

1. Auctions shall only be conducted on an auction platform 
authorised as a regulated market under paragraph 5 by the com
petent national authorities referred to in the second subparagraph 
of paragraph 4.

2. Any auction platform appointed under this Regulation for 
the auctioning of two-day spot or five-days futures shall be 
allowed, without further legal or administrative requirements by 
the Member States, to provide appropriate arrangements so as to 
facilitate access to and participation in auctions by bidders referred 
to in Article 18(1) and (2).

3. When appointing any auction platform, the Member States 
shall take into account the extent to which candidates demon
strate fulfilment of all of the following: 

(a) ensuring respect of the principle of non-discrimination both 
de facto and de jure;

(b) full, fair and equitable access to bid in the auctions for SMEs 
covered by the Union scheme and access to bid in the auc
tions for small emitters;
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(c) ensuring cost-efficiency and avoiding undue administrative 
burden;

(d) robust auction supervision, notification of suspicions of 
money laundering, terrorist financing, criminal activity or 
market abuse, administration of any required remedial mea
sures or sanctions, including the provision of an extra-judicial 
dispute resolution mechanism;

(e) avoiding distortions of competition in the internal market 
including the carbon market;

(f) ensuring the proper functioning of the carbon market includ
ing the implementation of the auctions;

(g) connecting to one or more clearing system or settlement 
system;

(h) the provision of adequate measures requiring an auction plat
form to hand over all tangible and intangible assets necessary 
for the conduct of the auctions by an auction platform’s 
successor.

4. An auction platform auctioning two-day spot or five-days 
futures shall only be appointed after the Member State where the 
candidate regulated market and its market operator are estab
lished has ensured in good time, and in any event prior to the 
opening of the first bidding window that the national measures 
transposing the provisions of Title  III of Directive 2004/39/EC 
apply to the auctioning of two-day spot or five-days futures to the 
extent relevant. 

An auction platform auctioning two-day spot or five-days futures 
shall only be appointed after the Member State, where the candi
date regulated market and its market operator are established, has 
ensured in good time, and in any event prior to the opening of the 
first bidding window, that the competent national authorities of 
that Member State are able to authorise and supervise them in 
accordance with the national measures transposing Title  IV of 
Directive 2004/39/EC to the extent relevant. 

Where the candidate regulated market and its market operator are 
not established in the same Member State, the first and second 
subparagraphs shall apply to both the Member State where the 
candidate regulated market is established and the Member State 
where its market operator is established. 

5. The competent national authorities of the Member State 
referred to in the second subparagraph of paragraph  4 of this 
Article designated pursuant to Article  48(1) of Directive 
2004/39/EC shall decide on the authorisation of a regulated mar
ket for the purposes of this Regulation, provided that the regu
lated market and its market operator comply with the provisions 
of Title  III of Directive 2004/39/EC, as transposed into the 
national legal order of the Member State of their establishment 
pursuant to paragraph 4 of this Article. The decision on authori
sation shall be taken in accordance with Title  IV of Directive 
2004/39/EC as transposed into the national legal order of the 
Member State of their establishment pursuant to paragraph 4 of 
this Article.

6. The competent national authorities referred to in para
graph  5 of this Article shall maintain effective market oversight 
and take the necessary measures to ensure that the requirements 
referred to in that paragraph are complied with. To that effect, 
they shall be able to exercise directly, or with the assistance of 
other competent national authorities designated pursuant to 
Article 48(1) of Directive 2004/39/EC, the powers provided for in 
the national measures transposing Article  50 of that Directive 
with regard to the regulated market and its market operator 
referred to in paragraph 4 of this Article. 

The Member State of each competent national authority referred 
in paragraph 5 shall ensure that the national measures transpos
ing Articles 51 and 52 of Directive 2004/39/EC apply in relation 
to the persons responsible for failure to comply with their obli
gations under Title III of Directive 2004/39/EC as transposed into 
the national legal order of the Member State of their establish
ment pursuant to paragraph 4 of this Article. 

For the purposes of this paragraph, national measures transpos
ing Articles  56 to  62 of Directive 2004/39/EC shall apply to 
cooperation between competent national authorities of different 
Member States. 

CHAPTER X

MARKET ABUSE REGIME APPLICABLE TO AUCTIONED 
PRODUCTS

Article 36

Market abuse regime applicable to financial instruments 
within the meaning of Article 1(3) of Directive 2003/6/EC

1. For the purposes of this Regulation, where two-day spot or 
five-days futures are financial instruments within the meaning of 
Article 1(3) of Directive 2003/6/EC, that Directive shall apply to 
the auctioning of those auctioned products.

2. Where two-day spot or five-days futures are not financial 
instruments within the meaning of Article  1(3) of Directive 
2003/6/EC, the provisions of Articles 37 to 43 of this Regulation 
shall apply.

Article 37

Definitions for market abuse regime applicable to 
auctioned products other than financial instruments 

within the meaning of Article 1(3) of Directive 2003/6/EC

For the purposes of Articles  38 to  43 which apply to auctioned 
products other than financial instruments within the meaning of 
Article  1(3) of Directive 2003/6/EC, the following definitions 
shall apply:

(a) ‘inside information’ means information of a precise nature
which has not been made public, relating, directly or indi
rectly, to one or more of the auctioned products, and which,
if it were public, would be likely to have a significant effect
on the prices at which bids would be made.
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For persons charged with the execution of bids, inside infor
mation also means information conveyed by a client and 
related to the client’s pending bids, which is of a precise 
nature, which related directly or indirectly to one or more 
auctioned products and which, if it were made public, would 
be likely to have a significant effect on the prices at which 
bids would be made;

(b) ‘market manipulation’ means:

(i) bids, or transactions or orders on the secondary market:

— which give, or are likely to give, false or misleading 
signals as to the demand for or price of the auc
tioned products, or

— which secure, by a person, or persons acting in col
laboration, an auction clearing price for the auc
tioned products at an abnormal or artificial level,

unless the person who made the bid or, on the second
ary market, the transaction or the order, establishes that 
its reasons for so doing are legitimate;

(ii) bids which employ fictitious devices or any other form 
of deception or contrivance;

(iii) dissemination of information through the media, includ
ing the Internet, or by any other means, which gives, or 
is likely to give, false or misleading signals as to the auc
tioned products, including the dissemination of rumours 
and false or misleading news, where the person who 
made the dissemination knew, or ought to have known, 
that the information was false or misleading. In respect 
of journalists when they act in their professional capac
ity such dissemination of information is to be assessed, 
taking into account the rules governing their profession, 
unless those persons derive, directly or indirectly, an 
advantage or profits from the dissemination of the infor
mation in question.

In particular, the following instances are derived from the core 
definition given in point (b) of the first paragraph:

— conduct by a person, or persons acting in collaboration, to 
secure a dominant position over the demand for an auctioned 
product which has the effect of fixing, directly or indirectly, 
auction clearing prices or creating other unfair trading 
conditions, 

— the buying or selling on the secondary market of allowances 
or related derivatives prior to the auction with the effect of 
fixing the auction clearing price for the auctioned products 
at an abnormal or artificial level or misleading bidders bid
ding in the auctions, 

— taking advantage of occasional or regular access to the tradi
tional or electronic media by voicing an opinion about an 
auctioned product while having previously made a bid in 
relation to that product and profiting subsequently from the 
impact of the opinions voiced on the other bid prices offered 
for that product, without having simultaneously disclosed 
that conflict of interest to the public in a proper and effective 
way.

Article 38

Prohibition of insider dealing

1. No person referred to in the second subparagraph who pos
sesses inside information shall use that information by submit
ting, modifying or withdrawing a bid, for its own account or for 
the account of a third party, either directly or indirectly, for an 
auctioned product to which that information relates. 

The first subparagraph shall apply to any person who possesses 
inside information: 

(a) by virtue of its membership of the administrative, manage
ment or supervisory bodies of the auction platform, the auc
tioneer or the auction monitor; or

(b) by virtue of its holding in the capital of the auction platform, 
the auctioneer or the auction monitor; or

(c) by virtue of its having access to the information through the 
exercise of his employment, profession or duties; or

(d) by virtue of its criminal activities.

2. Where the person referred to in paragraph 1 is a legal per
son, the prohibition laid down in that paragraph shall also apply 
to the natural persons who take part in the decision to submit, 
modify or withdraw the bid for the account of the legal person 
concerned.

3. This Article shall not apply to the submission, modification 
or withdrawal of a bid for an auctioned product made in the dis
charge of an obligation that has become due where that obliga
tion results from an agreement concluded before the person 
concerned possessed inside information.

Article  39

Other prohibited uses of inside information

No person who is subject to the prohibition laid down in 
Article 38 shall:

(a) disclose inside information to any other person unless such 
disclosure is made in the normal course of the exercise of its 
employment, profession or duties;

(b) recommend or induce another person, on the basis of inside 
information, to submit, modify or withdraw the bid for auc
tion products to which that information relates.
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Article 40

Other persons covered by the prohibition of inside 
dealing

Articles 38 and 39 shall also apply to any person, other than the 
persons referred to in those Articles, who possesses inside infor
mation while that person knows, or ought to have known, that it 
is inside information.

Article  41

Prohibition of market manipulation

No person shall engage in market manipulation.

Article  42

Specific requirements to mitigate the risk of market abuse

1. The auction platform, the auctioneer and the auction moni
tor shall each draw up a list of those persons working for them, 
under a contract of employment or otherwise, who have access 
to inside information. The auction platform shall regularly update 
its list and transmit it to the competent national authority of the 
Member State in which it is established whenever so requested. 
The auctioneer and the auction monitor shall each regularly 
update their list and transmit it to the competent national author
ity of the Member State where the auction platform is established 
and the Member State of establishment of the auctioneer or the 
auction monitor, as provided for in the contract(s) appointing 
them, whenever the competent national authority concerned so 
request.

2. Persons discharging managerial responsibilities within the 
auction platform, the auctioneer, or the auction monitor and, 
where applicable, persons closely associated with them, shall, at 
least, notify to the competent national authority referred to in 
paragraph  1, the existence of bids submitted, modified or with
drawn on their own account relating to the auctioned products, 
or to derivatives or other financial instruments linked to them.

3. Persons who produce or disseminate research concerning 
auctioned products and persons who produce or disseminate 
other information recommending or suggesting investment strat
egy, intended for distribution channels or for the public, shall take 
reasonable care to ensure that such information is fairly presented 
and disclose their interests or indicate conflicts of interest con
cerning auctioned products.

4. The auction platform shall adopt structural provisions 
aimed at preventing and detecting market manipulation practices.

5. Any person referred to in Article 59(1) who reasonably sus
pects that a transaction might constitute insider dealing or mar
ket manipulation shall notify the competent national authority of 
the Member State of its establishment without delay.

Article 43

Supervision and enforcement

1. The competent national authorities referred to in Article 11 
of Directive 2003/6/EC shall maintain effective market oversight 
and take the necessary measures to ensure that the provisions of 
Articles 37 to 42 of this Regulation are complied with.

2. The competent national authorities referred to in para
graph 1 of this Article shall have the powers provided for in the 
national measures transposing Article 12 of Directive 2003/6/EC.

3. Member States shall ensure that the national measures trans
posing Articles 14 and 15 of Directive 2003/6/EC apply in rela
tion to the persons responsible for failure to comply with 
Articles 37 to 42 of this Regulation in relation to auctions carried 
out in their territory or abroad.

4. For the purposes of application of Articles 37 to 42 of this 
Regulation and paragraph 1, 2 and 3 of this Article, national mea
sures transposing Article  16 of Directive 2003/6/EC shall apply 
to cooperation between competent national authorities referred 
to in paragraph 1 of this Article.

CHAPTER XI

PAYMENT AND TRANSFER OF THE AUCTION PROCEEDS

Article 44

Payment by successful bidders and transfer of proceeds to 
the Member States

1. Each successful bidder or its successor(s) in title, including 
any intermediaries acting on their behalf, shall pay the sum due 
notified to it pursuant to Article 61(3)(c) for the allowances won 
as notified to it pursuant to Article  61(3)(a), by transferring or 
arranging for the transfer of the sum due through the clearing sys
tem or settlement system, into the auctioneer’s nominated bank 
account in cleared funds either before or at the latest upon deliv
ery of the allowances into the bidder’s nominated holding account 
or the nominated holding account of its successor in title.

2. An auction platform including the clearing system(s) or 
settlement system(s) connected to it, shall transfer the payments 
made by the bidders or any successors in title arising from the 
auctioning of allowances covered by Chapters II and III of Direc
tive 2003/87/EC to the auctioneers that auctioned the allowances 
in question.

3. Payments to the auctioneers shall be made in euros or in the 
currency of the appointing Member State where that Member 
State is not member of the euro-zone, at the option of the Mem
ber State concerned, regardless of what currency payments are 
made by the bidders, provided that the clearing system or settle
ment system concerned is capable of handling the national cur
rency in question. 
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The exchange rate shall be the rate published on a recognised 
financial newswire service specified in the contract appointing the 
auction platform concerned, immediately following the close of 
the bidding window.

Article  45

Consequences of late or non-payment

1. A successful bidder, or its successors in title, shall only be 
delivered allowances notified to the successful bidder pursuant to 
Article  61(3)(a), if the entire sum due notified to it pursuant to 
Article 61(3)(c), is paid to the auctioneer pursuant to Article 44(1).

2. A successful bidder, or its successors in title, that fails to 
meet its obligations under paragraph 1 of this Article in full by the 
due date notified to the successful bidder pursuant to 
Article 61(3)(d) shall be in default of payment.

3. A bidder in default of payment may be charged either or 
both of the following: 

(a) interest for each day beginning with the date on which pay
ment was due pursuant to Article 61(3)(d) and ending on the 
date on which payment is made at an interest rate set out in 
the contract appointing the auction platform concerned, cal
culated on a daily basis;

(b) a penalty, which shall accrue to the auctioneer less any costs 
deducted by the clearing system or settlement system.

4. Without prejudice to paragraphs  1, 2 and  3, where a suc
cessful bidder is in default of payment one of the following shall 
occur: 

(a) the central counterparty shall interpose to take delivery of the 
allowances and effect payment of the sum due to the 
auctioneer;

(b) the settlement agent shall apply collateral taken from the bid
der to effect payment of the sum due to the auctioneer.

5. In the event of a failure of settlement, the allowances shall 
be auctioned at the next two auctions scheduled on the auction 
platform concerned.

CHAPTER XII

DELIVERY OF THE AUCTIONED ALLOWANCES

Article 46

Transfer of the auctioned allowances

1. Allowances auctioned pursuant to Article 4(2) of this Regu
lation shall be transferred by the Union registry prior to the dead
line for their delivery into a nominated holding account, to be 
held in escrow by the clearing system or settlement system acting 

as custodian, until delivery of the allowances to successful bidders 
or their successors in title, pursuant to the results of the auction, 
as provided for in the applicable Commission regulation adopted 
pursuant to Article 19(3) of Directive 2003/87/EC.

2. Allowances auctioned pursuant to Article 4(3) of this Regu
lation shall be transferred by the Union registry prior to the open
ing of a bidding window, into a nominated holding account, to 
be held in escrow by the clearing system or settlement system act
ing as custodian, until delivery of the allowances to successful bid
ders or their successors in title, pursuant to the results of the 
auction, as provided for in the applicable Commission regulation 
adopted pursuant to Article 19(3) of Directive 2003/87/EC.

Article 47

Delivering the auctioned allowances

1. The clearing system or settlement system shall allocate each 
allowance auctioned by a Member State to a successful bidder, 
until the total volume allocated matches the volume of allowances 
notified to the bidder pursuant to Article 61(3)(a). 

A bidder may be allocated allowances from more than one Mem
ber State auctioning in the same auction if necessary to make up 
the volume of allowances notified to the bidder pursuant to 
Article 61(3)(a). 

2. Upon payment of the sum due, pursuant to Article  44(1), 
each successful bidder or its successors in title shall be delivered 
the allowances allocated to that bidder, as soon as practicable and 
in any event no later than the deadline for their delivery by trans
ferring the allowances notified to the bidder pursuant to 
Article 61(3)(a) from a nominated holding account held in escrow 
by the clearing system or settlement system acting as custodian, 
in whole or in part into one or more nominated holding accounts 
held by the successful bidder or by its successors in title, or into a 
nominated holding account held in escrow by a clearing system 
or settlement system acting as custodian for the successful bidder 
or its successors in title.

Article 48

Late delivery of the auctioned allowances

1. Where the clearing system or settlement system fails to 
deliver the whole or part of the auctioned allowances due to cir
cumstances outside its control, the clearing system or settlement 
system shall deliver the allowances at the earliest opportunity and 
the successful bidders or their successors in title shall accept deliv
ery at that later date.

2. The remedy provided for in paragraph  1 shall be the sole 
remedy to which a successful bidder or its successors in title shall 
be entitled to in case of any failure to deliver auctioned allow
ances, due to circumstances outside the control of the clearing 
system or settlement system concerned.
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CHAPTER XIII

MANAGEMENT OF COLLATERAL

Article 49

Collateral given by the bidder

1. Prior to the opening of the bidding window for the auction
ing of two-day spot or five-day futures, bidders or any interme
diaries acting on their behalf, shall be required to give collateral.

2. If so requested, any unused collateral posted by an unsuc
cessful bidder, together with any interest accrued on cash collat
eral, shall be released, as soon as practicable after the close of the 
bidding window.

3. If so requested, any collateral posted by a successful bidder 
that has not been used for settlement, together with any interest 
accrued on cash collateral, shall be released, as soon as practicable 
after settlement.

Article  50

Collateral given by the auctioneer

1. Prior to the opening of the bidding window for the auction
ing of two-day spot or five-day futures, the auctioneer shall only 
be required to give allowances as collateral to be held in escrow 
by the clearing system or settlement system acting as custodian, 
pending their delivery.

2. When the legal measures and technical means necessary to 
deliver the allowances are implemented, any collateral given by 
Member States with respect to the auctioning of futures or for
wards may, at the option of the auctioning Member State and 
with the agreement of the auction platform, be released and 
replaced by allowances to be held in escrow by the clearing sys
tem or settlement system acting as custodian, pending their 
delivery.

3. Where any allowances given as collateral under para
graphs 1 or 2 are not used, the clearing system or settlement sys
tem may retain them, at the option of the auctioning Member 
State, in a nominated holding account held in escrow by the clear
ing system or settlement system acting as custodian, pending their 
delivery.

CHAPTER XIV

FEES AND COSTS

Article 51

Structure and level of fees

1. The structure and level of fees as well as any related condi
tions applied by any auction platform and the clearing system(s) 
and settlement system(s) shall be no less favourable than compa
rable standard fees and conditions applied on the secondary 
market.

2. Any auction platform and the clearing system(s) and settle
ment system(s) may only apply fees, deductions or conditions 
explicitly set out in the contract appointing them.

3. All fees and conditions applied pursuant to paragraphs  1 
and  2 shall be clearly stated, easily understandable and publicly 
available. They shall be itemised indicating each charge made for 
each type of service.

Article 52

Costs of the auction process

1. Without prejudice to paragraph 2, the costs of the services 
provided for in Articles  27(1) and  28(1) and Article  31 shall be 
paid for through fees paid by the bidders, except that: 

(a) the cost of a central counterparty accepting a government 
guarantee instead of non-cash collateral when auctioning 
allowances as forwards shall be borne by the auctioning 
Member State offering the government guarantee;

(b) any cost of the arrangements between the auctioneer and the 
auction platform referred to in Article 22(2) and (3) allowing 
the auctioneer to auction allowances on behalf of the 
appointing Member State, but excluding the costs of any 
clearing system or settlement system connected to the auc
tion platform concerned, shall be borne by the auctioning 
Member State.

The costs referred to in points (a) and (b) of the first subparagraph 
shall be deducted from the auction proceeds payable to the auc
tioneers, pursuant to Article 44(2) and (3).

2. Where a Member State does not sign the joint procurement 
agreement referred to in the first subparagraph of Article  26(6) 
within the deadline provided for in Article 30(4), but subsequently 
joins the joint action, it may be required to bear its own share of 
the costs of the services provided for in Articles 27(1) and 28(1) 
from the date when that Member State commences auctioning 
through the auction platform appointed pursuant to Article 26(1) 
or (2) until the termination or expiry of the term of appointment 
of that auction platform. 

The extent to which such a Member State may be required to bear 
its own share of the costs of the services provided for in 
Articles  27(1) and  28(1), shall be provided for in the joint pro
curement agreement and the contract with the auction platform 
concerned. 

A Member State shall not be required to bear its own share of the 
costs pursuant to this paragraph where it joins the joint action fol
lowing the expiry of the appointment period referred to in the 
second subparagraph of Article  30(5) or where it joins the joint 
action in the absence of a listing, pursuant to Article 30(7), of an 
auction platform, which has been notified pursuant to 
Article 30(6). 

The costs borne by bidders under paragraph 1 shall be reduced by 
the amount of the costs borne by a Member State under this 
paragraph. 
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3. The share of the costs of the auction monitor that varies 
according to the number of auctions, as more particularly speci
fied in the contract appointing the auction monitor, shall be 
evenly distributed over the number of auctions. All other costs of 
the auction monitor, as more particularly specified in the contract 
appointing the auction monitor, except for the cost relating to 
any report made pursuant to Article 25(4), shall be evenly distrib
uted over the number of auction platforms, unless otherwise 
specified in the contract appointing the auction monitor. 

The share of the costs of the auction monitor relating to an auc
tion platform appointed pursuant to Article 30(1) or (2), includ
ing the cost of any report requested pursuant to Article  25(4), 
shall be borne by the appointing Member State. 

The share of the costs of the auction monitor relating to an auc
tion platform appointed pursuant to Article 26(1) or (2) shall be 
distributed between the Member States participating in the joint 
action in accordance with their shares in the total volume of 
allowances auctioned on the auction platform concerned. 

The costs of the auction monitor borne by each Member State 
shall be deducted from the auction proceeds payable by the auc
tioneers to the appointing Member State, pursuant to point (c) of 
Article 23. 

CHAPTER XV

AUCTION SURVEILLANCE, REMEDIAL MEASURES AND 
SANCTIONS

Article 53

Cooperation with the auction monitor

1. Auctioneers, auction platforms and the competent national 
authorities supervising them shall, upon request, provide the auc
tion monitor with any information in their possession relating to 
the auctions, as is reasonably required for the carrying out of the 
auction monitor’s functions.

2. The auction monitor shall be entitled to observe the con
duct of the auctions.

3. Auctioneers, auction platforms and the competent national 
authorities supervising them shall assist the auction monitor in 
fulfilling its functions by actively cooperating with the auction 
monitor each within their own remit.

4. The competent national authorities supervising credit insti
tutions and investment firms and the competent national authori
ties supervising persons authorised to submit bids on behalf of 
others pursuant to Article 18(2) shall assist the auction monitor 
in fulfilling its functions by actively cooperating with the auction 
monitor within their competence.

5. The obligations imposed on the competent national 
authorities in paragraphs 1, 3 and 4 shall take into account pro
fessional secrecy considerations to which they are subject under 
Union law.

Article 54

Monitoring the relationship with bidders

1. An auction platform auctioning two-day spot or five-day 
futures shall monitor the relationship with bidders admitted to 
bid in its auctions throughout its subsistence, by doing the 
following: 

(a) scrutinising bids made throughout the course of that rela
tionship to ensure that the bidding behaviour of bidders is 
consistent with the auction platform’s knowledge of the cus
tomer, its business and risk profile, including, where neces
sary, the source of funds;

(b) maintaining effective arrangements and procedures for the 
regular monitoring of the compliance by persons admitted to 
bid pursuant to Article 19(1), (2) and (3) with its market con
duct rules;

(c) monitoring transactions undertaken by persons admitted to 
bid pursuant to Articles 19(1), (2) and (3) and 20(6) using its 
systems in order to identify breaches of the rules referred to 
in point  (b) of this subparagraph, unfair or disorderly auc
tioning conditions or conduct that may invoke market abuse.

Where scrutinising bids in accordance with point  (a) of the first 
subparagraph, the auction platform concerned shall pay particu
lar attention to any activity which it regards as particularly likely, 
by its nature, to be related to money laundering, terrorist financ
ing or criminal activity.

2. An auction platform auctioning two-day spot or five-day 
futures shall ensure that the documents, data or information it 
holds on a bidder are kept up-to-date. For this purpose, such an 
auction platform may: 

(a) request any information of the bidder, pursuant to 
Articles 19(2) and (3) and 20(5), (6) and (7), for the purposes 
of monitoring the relationship with that bidder following its 
admission to bid in the auctions, throughout the subsistence 
of that relationship and for a period of five years following 
its termination;

(b) require any person admitted to bid to resubmit an applica
tion for admission to bid at regular intervals;

(c) require any person admitted to bid to promptly notify the 
auction platform concerned of any changes to the informa
tion submitted to it pursuant to Articles  19(2) and  (3) 
and 20(5), (6) and (7).

3. An auction platform auctioning two-day spot or five-day 
futures shall keep records of: 

(a) the application for admission to bid submitted by an appli
cant, pursuant to Article 19(2) and (3), including any amend
ments thereto;
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(b) the checks carried out in:

(i) processing the application for admission to bid submit
ted, pursuant to Articles 19, 20 and 21;

(ii) scrutinising and monitoring the relationship, pursuant 
to points (a) and (c) of paragraph 1, following an appli
cant’s admission to bid;

(c) all information relating to a given bid submitted by a given 
bidder in an auction, including any withdrawal or modifica
tion of such bids, pursuant to the second subparagraph of 
Article 6(3) and (4);

(d) all information relating to the conduct of each auction in 
which a bidder has submitted a bid.

4. An auction platform auctioning two-day spot or five-day 
futures shall keep the records referred to in paragraph  3 for as 
long as a bidder is admitted to bid in its auctions and for at least 
five years following the termination of the relationship with that 
bidder.

Article  55

Notification of money laundering, terrorist financing or 
criminal activity

1. The competent national authorities referred to in 
Article 37(1) of Directive 2005/60/EC shall monitor and take the 
necessary measures to ensure compliance of an auction platform 
auctioning two-day spot or five-day futures with the customer 
due diligence requirements of Article 19 and Article 20(6) of this 
Regulation, the monitoring and record keeping requirements of 
Article 54 of this Regulation and the notification requirements of 
the paragraphs 2 and 3 of this Article. 

The competent national authorities referred to in the first sub
paragraph shall have the powers provided for in the national mea
sures transposing Article 37(2) and (3) of Directive 2005/60/EC. 

An auction platform auctioning two-day spot or five-day futures 
may be held liable for infringements of Article 19, Articles 20(6) 
and  (7) and 21(1) and  (2), and Article 54 of this Regulation and 
paragraphs 2 and 3 of this Article. The national measures trans
posing Article  39 of Directive 2005/60/EC shall apply in this 
regard. 

2. An auction platform auctioning two-day spot or five-day 
futures, its directors and employees, shall cooperate fully with the 
FIU referred to in Article  21 of Directive 2005/60/EC by 
promptly: 

(a) informing the FIU, on their own initiative, where they know, 
suspect or have reasonable grounds to suspect that money 
laundering, terrorist financing or criminal activity is being or 
has been committed or attempted in the auctions;

(b) providing the FIU, at its request, with all necessary informa
tion, in accordance with the procedures established by the 
applicable legislation.

3. The information referred to in paragraph  2 shall be for
warded to the FIU of the Member State in whose territory the auc
tion platform concerned is situated. 

The national measures transposing the compliance management 
and communication policies and procedures, referred to in 
Article 34(1) of Directive 2005/60/EC, shall designate the person 
or persons responsible for forwarding information pursuant to 
this Article. 

4. The Member State in whose territory an auction platform 
auctioning two-day spot or five-day futures is situated shall ensure 
that the national measures transposing Articles  26 to  29, 32, 
Article 34(1) and Article 35 of Directive 2005/60/EC apply to the 
auction platform concerned.

Article 56

Notification of market abuse

1. An auction platform auctioning two-day spot or five-day 
futures, shall notify the competent national authorities designated 
pursuant to Article  43(2) of Directive 2004/39/EC, responsible 
for supervising the auction platform concerned or for investigat
ing and prosecuting market abuse, occurring on or through the 
systems of the auction platform concerned, of suspicion of mar
ket abuse by any person admitted to bid in the auctions or by any 
person on whose behalf the person admitted to bid in the auc
tions is acting. 

National measures transposing Article  25(2) of Directive 
2005/60/EC shall apply. 

2. The auction platform concerned shall notify the auction 
monitor and the Commission of the fact that it has made a noti
fication under paragraph  1, stating what remedial action it has 
taken or proposes to take to counter the wrongdoing referred to 
in paragraph 1.

Article 57

Maximum bid-size and other remedial measures

1. A maximum bid-size, or any other remedial measures nec
essary to mitigate an actual or potential discernible risk of market 
abuse, money laundering, terrorist financing or other criminal 
activity, as well as anti-competitive behaviour, may be imposed by 
any auction platform after consulting the Commission and 
obtaining its opinion thereon, provided that implementation of a 
maximum bid-size or any other remedial measures would effec
tively mitigate the risk in question. The Commission may consult 
the Member States concerned and the auction monitor and obtain 
their opinion on the proposal made by the auction platform con
cerned. The auction platform concerned shall take the utmost 
account of the Commission’s opinion.
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2. The maximum bid-size shall either be expressed as a per
centage of the total number of auctioned allowances in any given 
auction or a percentage of the total number of auctioned allow
ances in any given year, whichever may be most appropriate to 
deal with the risk of market abuse identified in Article 56(1).

3. For the purposes of this Article, maximum bid-size means 
the maximum number of allowances that may be bid for, directly 
or indirectly, by any group of persons listed in Article 18(1) or (2), 
which belong to any of the following categories: 

(a) the same group of undertakings including any parent under
takings, its subsidiary undertakings and affiliate undertakings;

(b) the same business grouping;

(c) a separate economic unit having an independent power of 
decision where they are controlled, directly or indirectly, by 
public bodies or state-owned entities.

Article  58

Market conduct rules or any other contractual 
arrangements

Articles  53 to  57 shall be without prejudice to any other action 
that an auction platform auctioning two-day spot or five-day 
futures is entitled to take under its market conduct rules or any 
other contractual arrangements in place, directly or indirectly, 
with any bidders admitted to bid in the auctions, provided that 
such action does not conflict with or undermine the provisions of 
Articles 53 to 57.

Article 59

Conduct rules for other persons authorised to bid on 
behalf of others pursuant to Article 18(1)(b) and  (c) and 

Article 18(2)

1. This Article shall apply to: 

(a) persons authorised to bid pursuant to Article 18(2);

(b) investment firms and credit institutions referred to 
Article  18(1)(b) and  (c) authorised to bid pursuant to 
Article 18(3).

2. Persons referred to in paragraph 1 shall apply the following 
conduct rules in their relationship with their clients: 

(a) they shall accept instructions from their clients on compa
rable terms;

(b) they may refuse to bid on behalf of a client if they have rea
sonable grounds to suspect money laundering, terrorist 
financing, criminal activity or market abuse, subject to 
national legislation transposing Articles 24 and 28 of Direc
tive 2005/60/EC;

(c) they may refuse to bid on behalf of a client if they have rea
sonable grounds to suspect that the client is unable to pay for 
the allowances for which it is seeking to bid;

(d) they shall enter into a written agreement with their clients. 
Agreements entered into shall not impose any unfair condi
tions or restrictions on the client concerned. They shall pro
vide for all the terms and conditions relating to the services 
offered including in particular payment and delivery of the 
allowances;

(e) they may require their clients to make a deposit by way of 
advance payment for allowances;

(f) they may not unduly limit the number of bids that a client 
might submit;

(g) they may not prevent or restrict their clients from engaging 
the services of other entities eligible pursuant to 
Article 18(1)(b) to (e) and Article 18(2) to bid on their behalf 
in the auctions;

(h) they shall pay due regard to the interests of their clients who 
request them to submit bids on their behalf in the auctions;

(i) they shall treat clients fairly and without discrimination;

(j) they shall maintain adequate internal systems and procedures 
to process requests from clients to act as agent in an auction 
and to be able to participate effectively in an auction in par
ticular with regard to the submission of bids on behalf of 
their clients, collect payment and collateral from and trans
fer allowances to clients for whom they act;

(k) they shall prevent the disclosure of confidential information 
from that part of their business responsible for receiving, pre
paring and submitting bids on behalf of their clients to that 
part of their business responsible for preparing and submit
ting bids on their own account or to that part of their busi
ness responsible for dealing on their own account on the 
secondary market;

(l) they shall keep records of information obtained or created in 
their role as intermediaries handling bids on behalf of their 
clients in the auctions, for five years from the date of obtain
ing or creating the information concerned.

The amount of the deposit referred to in point (e) shall be calcu
lated on a just and reasonable basis.

The method of calculating the deposit referred to in point (e) shall 
be set out in the agreements entered into pursuant to point (d).

Any part of the deposit referred to in point (e) not used to satisfy 
payment for allowances shall be refunded to the payee within a 
reasonable period after the auction as stated in the agreements 
entered into pursuant to point (d).
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3. Persons referred to in paragraph 1 shall apply the following 
conduct rules when bidding on their own account or on behalf of 
their clients: 

(a) they shall provide any information requested by any auction 
platform where they are admitted to bid or by the auction 
monitor to fulfil their respective functions under this 
Regulation;

(b) they shall act with integrity, reasonable skill, care and 
diligence.

4. The competent national authorities designated by the Mem
ber States where the persons referred to in paragraph 1 are estab
lished shall be responsible for authorising such persons to carry 
out the activities referred to in that paragraph and for monitoring 
and enforcing compliance with the conduct rules provided for in 
paragraphs  2 and  3 including the handling of any complaints 
made for non-compliance with such conduct rules.

5. The competent national authorities referred to in para
graph 4 shall only grant an authorisation to the persons referred 
to in paragraph  1 where the persons fulfil all of the following 
conditions: 

(a) they are of sufficiently good repute and sufficiently experi
enced as to ensure proper respect of the conduct rules pro
vided for in paragraphs 2 and 3;

(b) they have put in place the necessary processes and checks to 
manage conflicts of interest and serve the best interests of 
their clients;

(c) they comply with the requirements of national legislation 
transposing Directive 2005/60/EC;

(d) they comply with any other measures deemed necessary hav
ing regard to the nature of the bidding services being offered 
and the level of sophistication of the clients in question in 
terms of their investor or trading profile as well as any risk-
based assessment of the likelihood of money laundering, ter
rorist financing or criminal activity.

6. The competent national authorities of the Member State 
where the persons referred to in paragraph 1 are authorised shall 
monitor and enforce the conditions listed in paragraph  5. The 
Member State shall ensure that: 

(a) its competent national authorities have at their disposal the 
necessary investigative powers and sanctions that are effec
tive, proportionate and dissuasive;

(b) a mechanism is established for the handling of complaints 
and the withdrawal of authorisations where the authorised 
persons are in breach of their obligations pursuant to such 
authorisation;

(c) its competent national authorities may withdraw the autho
risation granted under paragraph 5 where a person referred 
to in paragraph 1 has seriously and systematically infringed 
the provisions of paragraphs 2 and 3.

7. Clients of bidders referred to in paragraph 1 may direct any 
complaints that they may have with regard to compliance with 
the conduct rules provided for in paragraph 2 to the competent 
authorities mentioned in paragraph 3 in accordance with the pro
cedural rules laid down for the handling of such complaints in the 
Member State where the persons referred to in paragraph  1 are 
supervised.

8. Persons referred to in paragraph 1 that are admitted to bid 
at an auction platform pursuant to Articles  18, 19 and  20 shall 
be allowed, without further legal or administrative requirements 
of the Member States, to provide bidding services to clients 
referred to in point (a) of Article 19(3).

CHAPTER XVI

TRANSPARENCY AND CONFIDENTIALITY

Article 60

Publication

1. All legislation, guidance, instructions, forms, documents, 
announcements, including the auction calendar, any other non-
confidential information pertinent to the auctions on a given auc
tion platform, any decision, including any decision pursuant to 
Article  57, to impose a maximum bid-size and any other reme
dial measures necessary to mitigate an actual or potential discern
ible risk of money-laundering, terrorist financing, criminal activity 
or market abuse on that auction platform, shall be published on a 
dedicated up-to-date auctioning web-site maintained by the auc
tion platform concerned. 

Information which is no longer relevant shall be archived. Such 
archives shall be accessible through the same auctioning web-site. 

2. Non-confidential versions of the auction monitor’s reports 
to the Member States and the Commission pursuant to 
Article  25(1) and  (2) shall be published on the Commission’s 
website. 

Reports which are no longer relevant shall be archived. Such 
archives shall be accessible through the Commission’s web-site. 

3. A list of the names, addresses, telephone and facsimile num
bers, electronic mail addresses and websites of all persons admit
ted to bid on behalf of others in auctions conducted by any 
auction platform auctioning two-day spot or five-day futures shall 
be published on the website maintained by the auction platform 
concerned.

Article 61

Announcement and notification of the auction results

1. An auction platform shall announce the results of each auc
tion it conducts as soon as is reasonably practicable and no later 
than 15 minutes after the close of the bidding window.
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2. The announcement made pursuant to paragraph 1 shall at 
least include the following: 

(a) the volume of the allowances auctioned;

(b) the auction clearing price in euros;

(c) the total volume of bids submitted;

(d) the total number of bidders and the number of successful 
bidders;

(e) in case of cancellation of an auction, the auctions to which 
the volume of allowances will be carried over;

(f) the total revenue earned from the auction;

(g) the distribution of the revenue between the Member States, 
in the case of auction platforms appointed pursuant to 
Article 26(1) or (2).

3. At the same time as the announcement pursuant to para
graph 1, the auction platform shall notify each successful bidder 
bidding through its systems: 

(a) the total number of allowances to be allocated to that bidder;

(b) which of its tied bids, if any, were randomly selected;

(c) the payment due either in euros or in the currency of a Mem
ber State not member of the euro-zone, chosen by the bidder 
provided that the clearing system or settlement system is 
capable of handling the national currency in question;

(d) the date by which the payment due must be paid in cleared 
funds into the auctioneer’s nominated bank account.

4. Where the currency chosen by the bidder is not euros an 
auction platform shall notify a successful bidder bidding in auc
tions conducted by it of the exchange rate it has used to calculate 
the amount due in the currency chosen by the successful bidder. 

The exchange rate shall be the rate published on a recognised 
financial newswire service specified in the contract appointing the 
auction platform concerned, immediately following the close of 
the bidding window. 

5. An auction platform shall notify the relevant clearing sys
tem and settlement system connected to it of the information 
notified to each successful bidder, pursuant to paragraph 3.

Article 62

Protection of confidential information

1. The following shall constitute confidential information: 

(a) the contents of a bid;

(b) the contents of any instructions to bid even when no bid is 
submitted;

(c) information which discloses, or from which can be deduced, 
the identity of the bidder in question and either of the 
following:

(i) the number of allowances which a bidder wishes to 
acquire in an auction;

(ii) the price which a bidder is willing to pay for those 
allowances;

(d) information about, or derived from, one or more bids or 
instructions to bid which either separately or collectively 
would be likely to:

(i) give an indication as to the demand for allowances prior 
to any auction;

(ii) give an indication as to the auction clearing price prior 
to any auction;

(e) information provided by persons in the framework of the 
establishment or maintenance of the relationship with bid
ders or in the framework of the monitoring of that relation
ship pursuant to Articles 19, 20, 21 and 54;

(f) the auction monitor reports and opinions made pursuant to 
Article 25(1) to (6) except for the parts contained in any non-
confidential versions of the auction monitor’s reports pub
lished by the Commission pursuant to Article 60(2);

(g) business secrets provided by persons participating in a com
petitive procurement process to appoint an auction platform 
or the auction monitor;

(h) information on the algorithm used for the random selection 
of tied bids, referred to in Article 7(2);

(i) information on the methodology to define what constitutes 
an auction clearing price significantly under the prevailing 
secondary market price before and during an auction, 
referred to in Article 7(6).

2. Confidential information shall not be disclosed by any per
son who obtained that information, whether directly or indirectly, 
other than in accordance with paragraph 3.

3. Paragraph 2 shall not prevent the disclosure of confidential 
information which: 

(a) has already lawfully been made available to the public;

(b) is made public with the written consent of a bidder, person 
admitted to bid, or person applying for admission to bid;

(c) is required to be disclosed or to be publicly available by an 
obligation under Union law;

(d) is made public pursuant to a court order;
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(e) is made public for the purposes of any criminal, administra
tive, or judicial investigations or proceedings carried out in 
the Union;

(f) is disclosed by an auction platform to the auction monitor 
for the purpose of enabling or assisting the auction monitor 
to carry out its functions or to fulfil its obligations in relation 
to the auctions;

(g) is aggregated or redacted prior to its disclosure, so that it is 
unlikely that information relating to the following is 
discernable:

(i) individual bids or instructions to bid;

(ii) individual auctions;

(iii) individual bidders, prospective bidders or persons apply
ing for admission to bid;

(iv) individual applications for admission to bid;

(v) individual relationships with bidders;

(h) is referred to in paragraph 1(f) provided that it is disclosed to 
the public in a non-discriminatory and orderly fashion by the 
competent national authorities of Member States for infor
mation covered by Article  25(2)(c) and by the Commission 
for other information covered by Article 25(2);

(i) is referred to in paragraph  1(g) provided that it is disclosed 
to persons working for Member States or the Commission 
involved in the competitive procurement process referred to 
in paragraph  1(g), who are themselves bound by an obliga
tion of professional secrecy under their terms of employment;

(j) is made public after the end of a period of 30 months start
ing from either of the following dates, subject to any subsist
ing professional secrecy obligations under Union law:

(i) the date of the opening of the bidding window of the 
auction in which the confidential information is first dis
closed with respect to confidential information in para
graph 1(a) to (d);

(ii) the date of the termination of the relationship with a 
bidder with respect to confidential information in 
paragraph 1(e);

(iii) the date of the auction monitor’s report or opinion with 
respect to confidential information in paragraph 1(f);

(iv) the date of submission of the information in the com
petitive procurement process with respect to confiden
tial information in paragraph 1(g).

4. The measures required to ensure that confidential informa
tion is not wrongfully disclosed and the consequences of any such 
wrongful disclosure by an auction platform or the auction moni
tor, including any persons contracted to work for them, shall be 
set out in the contracts appointing them.

5. Confidential information obtained by an auction platform 
or the auction monitor, including any persons contracted to work 
for them, shall be used solely for the purpose of the performance 
of their obligations or the exercise of their functions with respect 
to the auctions.

6. Paragraphs  1 to  5 shall not preclude the exchange of con
fidential information between an auction platform and the auc
tion monitor, nor between any one of them and: 

(a) the competent national authorities supervising an auction 
platform;

(b) the competent national authorities responsible for investigat
ing and prosecuting money laundering, terrorist financing, 
criminal activity or market abuse;

(c) the Commission.

Confidential information exchanged under this paragraph shall 
not be disclosed to other persons than those referred to in 
points (a), (b) and (c) contrary to paragraph 2.

7. Any person who works, or has worked for, an auction plat
form or the auction monitor involved in the auctions, shall be 
bound by the obligation of professional secrecy and shall ensure 
that confidential information is protected pursuant to this Article.

Article 63

Language regime

1. Written information provided by an auction platform pur
suant to Article 60(1) and  (3), or by the auction monitor pursu
ant to Article 60(2), or under the contract appointing them, which 
is not published in the Official Journal of the European Union, shall 
be in a language customary in the sphere of international finance.

2. Any Member State may provide, at its own cost, for the 
translation of all information covered by paragraph 1 of an auc
tion platform, into the official language(s) of that Member State. 

Where a Member State provides, at its own cost, for the transla
tion of all information covered by paragraph  1 provided by the 
auction platform appointed pursuant to Article 26(1), any Mem
ber State having appointed an auction platform pursuant to 
Article  30(1) shall also provide, at its own cost, for the transla
tion into the same language(s) of all information covered by para
graph  1 provided by the auction platform it has appointed 
pursuant to Article 30(1). 

3. Applicants for admission to bid and persons admitted to bid 
may submit the following in the official language of the Union 
they have chosen under paragraph  4 provided that a Member 
State has decided to provide a translation in that language under 
paragraph 2: 

(a) their applications for admission to bid, including any sup
porting documents;

(b) their bids, including any withdrawal or modifications thereof;
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(c) any queries relating to points (a) or (b).

An auction platform may request a certified translation into a lan
guage customary in the sphere of international finance.

4. Applicants for admission to bid, persons admitted to bid 
and bidders participating in an auction, shall choose any official 
language of the Union in which they shall receive all notifications 
made pursuant to Articles 8(3), 20(10), 21(4) and 61(3). 

All other oral or written communication by any auction platform 
to applicants for admission to bid, persons admitted to bid or bid
ders participating in an auction, shall be made in the language 
chosen under the first subparagraph at no additional cost to the 
applicants, persons and bidders in question, provided that a Mem
ber State has decided to provide a translation in that language 
under paragraph 2. 

However, even where a Member State pursuant to paragraph  2 
has decided to provide a translation in the language chosen under 
the first subparagraph of this paragraph, the applicant for admis
sion to bid, the person admitted to bid or the bidder participating 
in an auction, may waive its right under the second subparagraph 
of this paragraph by giving prior written consent for the auction 
platform concerned to use only a language customary in the 
sphere of international finance. 

5. Member States shall be responsible for the accuracy of any 
translation made pursuant to paragraph 2. 

Persons submitting a translation of a document referred to in 
paragraph  3 and any auction platform notifying a translated 
document under paragraph  4 shall be responsible for ensuring 
that it is an accurate translation of the original. 

CHAPTER XVII

FINAL PROVISIONS

Article 64

Right of appeal

1. An auction platform shall ensure that it has in place an 
extra-judicial mechanism to deal with complaints from applicants 

for admission to bid, bidders admitted to bid, or whose admis
sion to bid has been refused, revoked or suspended.

2. Member States where a regulated market appointed as an 
auction platform or its market operator are supervised, shall 
ensure that any decisions made by the extra-judicial mechanism 
dealing with complaints referred to in paragraph 1 of this Article 
are properly reasoned and are subject to the right to apply to the 
courts referred to in Article 52(1) of Directive 2004/39/EC. That 
right shall be without prejudice to any rights of appealing directly 
to the courts or competent administrative bodies provided for in 
the national measures transposing Article  52(2) of Directive 
2004/39/EC.

Article 65

Correction of errors

1. Any errors in any payment or allowance transfers made and 
collateral or deposit given or released under this Regulation shall 
be notified to the clearing system or settlement system as soon as 
it comes to the notice of any person.

2. The clearing system or settlement system shall take what
ever measures necessary to rectify any errors in any payment or 
allowance transfers made and collateral or deposit given or 
released under this Regulation which come to their attention by 
whatever means.

3. Any person benefiting from an error under paragraph  1 
which cannot be rectified under paragraph 2, due to the interven
ing rights of a third party purchaser in good faith, who knew of 
or ought to have known of the error and failed to notify it to the 
clearing system or settlement system, shall be liable to make good 
any damage caused.

Article 66

Entry into force

This Regulation shall enter into force on the day following its 
publication in the Official Journal of the European Union.

This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member States.

Done at Brussels, 12 November 2010.

For the Commission
The President

José Manuel BARROSO
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ANNEX I

Allowances auctioned prior to 2013 and the auctioned product through which they shall be auctioned referred 
to in Article 10(1)

Volume Member State Auctioned product Calendar Year

[…] […] […] […]
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ANNEX II

List of the elements referred to in Article 20(3)

1. Proof of eligibility pursuant to Article 18(1) or (2). 

2. The applicant’s name, address, telephone and facsimile numbers. 

3. The account identifier of the applicant’s nominated holding account. 

4. Full details of the applicant’s nominated bank account. 

5. The name, address, telephone and facsimile numbers, as well as the electronic mail address of one or more represen
tatives of the bidder as defined in the third subparagraph of Article 6(3). 

6. For legal persons, proof of: 

(a) their incorporation stating: the legal form of the applicant; the law by which it is governed; whether or not the 
applicant is a publicly listed company of one or more recognised stock exchange(s);

(b) if applicable, the registration number of the applicant in the relevant register where the applicant is registered, fail
ing which the applicant shall provide the memorandum, statutes or other document attesting to its incorporation.

7. For legal persons and/or legal arrangements, such information as is required to identify the beneficial owner and under
stand the ownership and control structure of such legal person or arrangement. 

8. For natural persons, proof of their identity, by means of an identity card, driving licence, passport or similar govern
ment issued document containing the full name, photograph, date of birth and permanent residential address in the 
Union of the applicant concerned, which may be supported by other appropriate corroborating documents wherever 
necessary. 

9. For operators, the permit referred to in Article 4 of Directive 2003/87/EC. 

10. For aircraft operators, proof of their being listed pursuant to Article 18a(3) of Directive 2003/87/EC or the monitoring 
plan submitted and approved pursuant to Article 3g of that Directive. 

11. Such information as is required to carry out the customer due diligence measures referred to in Article 19(2)(e). 

12. The applicant’s latest audited annual report and accounts including the profit and loss account and balance sheet, if 
any; if none, a VAT return, or such further information as required to be satisfied as to the applicant’s solvency and 
creditworthiness. 

13. The VAT registration number, if any, and, where the applicant is not registered for VAT, any other means of identify
ing the applicant by the tax authorities of the Member State of establishment or where it is tax resident, or such further 
information as required to be satisfied as to the applicant’s fiscal status within the Union. 

14. A statement that, to the best of the applicant’s knowledge, the applicant satisfies the requirements of Article 19(2)(f). 

15. Proof of compliance with the requirements of Article 19(2)(g). 

16. Proof that the applicant satisfies the requirements of Article 19(3). 

17. A statement that the applicant has the necessary legal capacity and authority to bid on its own account or on behalf of 
others in an auction. 

18. A statement that to the best of the applicant’s knowledge there is no legal, regulatory, contractual or any other impedi
ment preventing it from performing its obligations under this Regulation. 

19. A statement of whether the applicant proposes to pay in euros or in a currency of a Member State that is not part of 
the euro-zone, with an indication of the currency chosen. 
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Auction platforms other than those appointed pursuant to Article 26(1) or  (2), their appointing Member States 
and any applicable conditions or obligations referred to in Article 30(7)

Auction Platform Term of Appointment Appointing 
Member State Conditions Obligations

[…] […] […] […] […]

            
         

 


